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5SPRING 2016 FROM THE GENERAL PRESIDENT

e campaign for president of the United States — on both sides of
the aisle — has been bizarre.  

I’m not going to rehash the weirdness of debates over hand size or
the name calling, because all of you have heard it already.  

But the entertainment value of the 2016 presidential campaign aside,
your union has remained focused on the fact that our next president
of the United States will truly matter to the country and our members. 

All elections have consequences. at’s why we play hard in politics
— and it’s why we support those who support us, regardless of
political party.  

e success of that simple philosophy has been shown to be very
successful through the years, and most recently resulting in legislation
at the federal level to renew the Zadroga 9/11 Act, winning a process
that potentially will make federal public safety officer benefits
available for 9/11 responders, securing a two-year delay in the
Cadillac Tax — giving us until 2020 to kill it — defeating a plan to
replace defined benefit pensions with an insurance annuity and
winning increases in both the FIRE Act and SAFER grant programs.    

e importance of those legislative victories over the past year for
our members is clear. And it occurred because we have friends on
both sides of the aisle in Congress and the Executive branch who
know they can count on us.  

at’s why we have undertaken a very deliberative and methodical
approach to evaluate the candidates and where they stand on our issues.

Checking partisanship at the door, 18 months ago, we began our
process. Simply put, we are looking to see where the candidates stand
on our “basket of issues” and whether or not they have our backs
when it comes to protecting pensions, your safety on the job,
supporting collective bargaining and other labor rights, funding our
SAFER and Fire Act grant programs and standing up for
hardworking, union families.

In our process to give every candidate in both parties an opportunity
to win the coveted IAFF gold and black endorsement, we first conducted
a Presidential Forum at our 2015 Legislative Conference, hosting 11
candidates for the highest office in the land from both parties. 

We also sent questionnaires to many of the candidates to better
determine where they stood on our basket of issues, while also
researching their records on where they have supported us in the past. 

To find out where our members stand in their opinions on the
election, late last summer, we hired a very respected polling firm and
completed a comprehensive membership survey of 1,000 of our
members nationwide — with an additional sampling of 300 in 10
battleground states and another 300 nationally balanced affiliate
leaders. A scientifically balanced poll with a small margin of error.  

All along the way, our Executive Board met to discuss what we were
hearing from the field and what direction we thought we should steer
our union.

Considering all of those factors, what became very clear was that we
should stay out of this election at least until the candidates for the
general election are decided. 

As you are receiving this magazine, we will have the results of a new
membership survey focusing on the three remaining candidates
(Republican Donald Trump, Senator Bernie Sanders and former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton) and shortly aer that, your Executive
Board will be meeting once again to consider the issue further.

What you need to know is that your Board recognizes that we have a
politically diverse membership of Democrats, Republicans and
Independents. We will never have unanimity in the support of a single
candidate. 

at’s why we focus solely on the issues important to this union —
it’s what you pay us to do — representing you on the issues that deal
with your work, safety, your family’s security and your retirement
security. And it’s why our decisions will not always align with all of
our members’ political views.

Noting that our decisions will not always
be popular, even if they are focused on
getting things done legislatively on your
behalf, one thing I want to make certain
that everyone understands is that we will
not make an endorsement decision that
could potentially tear our union apart at the
member level. e strength and solidarity
this union has built are too important. 

Ultimately, if your Executive Board does
make a decision to endorse, it will be based
solely on the records and statements of the
candidates remaining aer the respective
party nominees are clear.

e fact remains that the presidency
matters greatly to your rights at work and
your job on many fronts. First and foremost, the president sets the
tone for the next four or eight years. Will the new administration be
friendly to unions and working families, or hostile? Can the next
president support and promote bargaining rights, protect public
pensions, strengthen workplace safety standards and fully fund vital
grant programs? Or will our next president imitate the actions of the
Scott Walkers, Rick Scotts, John Kasichs and Chris Christies of the
world and engage in well-coordinated attacks on unions and working
families, your rights and freedom to be part of a strong union?

Our next president will also likely appoint at least two justices to the
Supreme Court. ose justices may determine whether public
employees remain covered under the Fair Labor Standards Act and
have the right to earn overtime; whether pension benefits must be
paid in municipal bankruptcies or whether retirees can be le holding
the proverbial bag; whether union security clauses and fair share fees
are permissible; and whether government employees have full
workplace rights.

In addition, there are 15 presidentially appointed cabinet secretaries.
ese agencies greatly influence policies affecting our members. With
the support of friendly cabinet secretaries — and through regulatory
action over the years — the IAFF successfully established NIOSH
line-of-duty death investigation program; protected the overtime
rights of working supervisors; streamlined public safety officer benefit
regulations; won federal grants to enhance funding for wildland fire
fighting, transportation of chemicals and other safety issues;
improved definitions and secured favorable interpretations from the
Treasury Department on pension and 457 issues; and achieved
numerous other advancements.   

is election cycle is also about more than just the White House.
ere are 34 U.S. Senate seats and all 435 House seats up for
re-election, along with 18 governors’ races, many state legislative body
elections and, of course, scores of municipal and local offices on the
ballot. 

All of these races affect the lives and livelihoods of our members. So,
we will be partnering with our local and state affiliates to support
candidates who have our back and support our issues at all levels in
this election. 

From the White House to Town Halls and everywhere in between,
elections have consequences. is is why we will be working to
support our friends and oppose our foes at all levels of government
with money, marbles and chalk — everything it takes to play the game
— in the 2016 election cycle and beyond. n

Campaign 2016: Staying Focused

Harold A. Schaitberger
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Our incredible IAFF staff is working hard to prepare for
the 53rd Convention in Las Vegas in August. We are
expecting an estimated 1,800 delegates to gather, and it
is a sizeable task to ensure that we meet the demands of
such a large Convention.  

Again this year, credentials and registration for
Convention is entirely online.  

As always, there are a number of important items to
remind our Convention delegates about, but it is crucial
for affiliate presidents, secretary-treasurers and all
delegates and alternates to be aware of certain things.   

Remember that, pursuant to the IAFF’s Constitution
and By-Laws, all affiliates must be current in their per
capita and EDF payments in order to be seated at
Convention. If you have questions about whether or not
your local is in compliance with this requirement, email
gst@iaff.org or call (202) 824-1521.

In order to pick up your Convention badge, delegates
and alternates MUST have either their IAFF
membership card, a driver’s license, passport or a
printed copy of their credentials.  

While we also strongly recommend that delegates and
alternates are registered (paid) prior to arriving, at the
very least, have the credentialing part completed. Here’s
why: is process requires approval by both the affiliate
president and secretary-treasurer. If one is unavailable
to complete the credentialing process,
delegates/alternates will be unable to be given their
credentials to get on the Convention floor.  

It is also a requirement that all delegates and alternates
pick up their Convention badges before 5:00 p.m. on
Monday, August 15 in order to be seated at Convention.
If for any reason your delegation is unable to meet this
deadline, you must contact your district vice president.

Complete information about the 2016 Convention is
online at www.iaffconvention2016.org. If you plan to
attend the Convention, check this web site to stay up to
date.

e web site has a number of Convention reports,
including the officers’ reports, financial reports and
resolutions to make it more convenient for you to take
the information back home and share it with your
members.  

It is important for all the delegates to be familiar with
the resolutions, and to understand the rationale behind
the resolutions. Resolutions will be available on the
Convention web site by mid-July.

Brothers and sisters, our 53rd Convention will be my
last as your General Secretary-Treasurer and I am

looking forward to it with mixed
emotions. I have been incredibly
blessed to have been a part of this IAFF
for 45 years and have been very proud
of what this union accomplishes for our
membership. But as we all know, there
comes a time in every career to mark
out of service. While I will miss the
day-to-day involvement in the work of
our union, I am looking forward to
having more time with my wife, Barb,
and our children in my retirement.  

But before I officially say goodbye,
there is work to be done. Let’s make this
Convention our most productive ever —
and maybe have a little fun, too.  

I’ll see you in Las Vegas!

7FROM THE GENERAL SECRETARY-TREASURERSPRING 2016

Thomas H  Miller

IAFF 53rd Convention

June 16, 2016      Censure resolutions must be
received by the general President

June 24, 2016      all resolutions must be received by
the general secretary-treasurer via
mail, email or fax.  any resolution
received after this deadline will be
returned to sender.

July 6, 2016      originals of resolutions received by
email or fax must be received by the
general secretary-treasurer 

August 1, 2016      online process for proxies and
alternate proxies must be completed
online by 5:00 Pm, eDt

August 14, 2016      onsite credential check-in and
Convention registration begins

IMPORTANT DATES:
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lettersStrategic Success
Dear President schaitberger,

on the heels of a very successful april
election, we wanted to take a minute to
say, thank you! We are happy to report
that the Professional Fire Fighters of
eastern missouri local 2665 won an
unprecedented 58 out of 64 races.

like other locals, we know that a lot of
work goes into elections, and it takes
an entire team to achieve success. in no
way is it our intent to value one
component over another, but we want to
quietly acknowledge one component that
is going to be overlooked by many

people: communications. We believe that
the knowledge our local gained at the
iaFF Communications training academy
(see page 28) has had an immeasurable
impact to our success on election Day!

While not as evident as designing the
artwork or coordinating poll workers, the
branding/marketing strategy that we
applied consistently over a sustained
period of time undoubtedly positioned our
members a little better going into these
elections than if we had continued with
our status quo. With the guidance of
mark treglio and scott treibitz (and the
assistance of the entire iaFF staff), our
local was able to pump out quality

content to a very large audience well
before some of our shops even
considered putting something on the
ballot. this would not have been possible
without the knowledge gained at the
Communications training academy and
the resources provided by the iaFF.

i know that we will never be able to
measure the impact it had, but i can tell
you that the iaFF logo has been viewed
by more people in our region over this
past year than any period of time in our
local’s history. From newspapers and
various social media platforms, to
magazines and barbershop flyers — our
brand was everywhere! 

in our eyes, it was no coincidence that
after nearly an entire year of applying
what we learned at the iaFF
Communications training academy, we
recorded the best win percentage in our
local’s history! 

so again, on behalf of all our
members, thank you to the entire iaFF
staff for giving our local the knowledge
and resources necessary to continue our
great success!

Jeff Proctor
Professional Fire Fighters of eastern
missouri
local 2665

First-Class Instruction
Dear President schaitberger:

i would like to thank the iaFF hazardous
materials and Weapons of mass
Destruction training Department for
providing my local, nassau County, Fl
local 3101, with the haZmat 160
training back in February of 2013.  

in 2014, we established our
department’s first special hazards
operations team, or “shot.” We have
technician-level certifications in
haZmat, Csr, Collapse, rope rescue,
Vmr and trench rescue.  

on march 3, 2016, that training
became integral as we were confronted
with a potentially catastrophic situation.
an mC-331 carrying about 6,000
gallons of anhydrous ammonia
attempted to turn into a shopping center
parking lot and misjudged the turn
radius, dropping his right trailer wheels
into a 4-foot drainage ditch. in the
shopping center were several
restaurants, a Dollar general store and
a grocery store.  

the mC-331 was listing about 40
degrees to the passenger side and the
tractors left drive wheels were about a
foot in the air. there was no damage to
the tanker and no product leaking. upon
the shot arrival, no evacuation of the
local businesses had been started.  

through the training we received from
the iaFF, we were able to smartly and
confidently start evacuation of the
civilians in the businesses, isolate the
geographical area and establish
upwind/uphill incident command.  

something that our instructors taught
us and were very adamant about was,

“Don’t make a bad situation worse by
rushing in — think it through and look
for multiple options when given time to
do so.” that is what we did. 

this was our teams’ first significant
haZmat call. We were able to make
safe, sound decisions with confidence
due to the outstanding training we
received from the iaFF haZmat/WmD
training Department.  

on behalf of local 3101 President
matt Waggoner and the nassau County
Fire rescue special hazards operation
team, i would like to thank the iaFF and
especially the instructors. Without these
instructors’ vast knowledge and their
willingness to share it, our team would
not exist today: todd smith, Paul “Cid”
Ceresa, tony mussorfiti, jim thompson,
neal mullane and john teefy.

these men were the catalyst in the
birth of our team and are still there to
help us whenever we call.  

Fraternally,
George L. Faucher Jr.
nCFrD haZmat Coordinator
nassau County, Fl local 3101

Dear President schaitberger:

on behalf of Fry, aZ local 4913, i’d like
to thank you and the iaFF for the recent
haZmat Confined space rescue class
that was provided for us. the feedback
that i received from all of the students
was exceptional. We had 20 students
from six different agencies participate.

our collective response area is
somewhat rural with significant
haZmat and confined space rescue
potential. this training will allow more of
our fire fighters to safely respond to an
incident. the course material and
information was cutting edge and
pertinent to real-life scenarios.

alex rangel, Daniel o’meara and bob
saurez were — hands down — some of
the best instructors that we have ever
had the pleasure and honor to train
under. they displayed an enormous
amount of knowledge and shared much
of their vast experience with the class.
they were personable and made the

class extremely fun and enjoyable for the
students. i was also very impressed with
their total regard for safety at all times. 

When confronted with several obstacles
due to my poor choice of training
locations, they went out of their way to
adapt and help find new, safe training
locations. after the last day of class, every
student told me that they would like to
see all three instructors come back to
train our personnel in the future.

i cannot emphasize enough how well
these instructors represented the iaFF.
thank you again.

Fraternally,
Dennis Ferrel
President
Fry, aZ local 4913

Fraternally United
Dear President schaitberger,

my name is judy bazzle. i had the
honor of meeting you at the rhode
island state association of Fire
Fighters meeting in Warwick. 

i am writing to thank you for giving
my husband, David Dilorio, your
personal Challenge Coin. he was so
touched by this. 

David was a proud fire
fighter for 30 years in north
Providence. after his
retirement, he started feeling
“different.” he was
diagnosed with bulbar als in
2012. he weighed 320
pounds and is 6’4”. he now
weighs 180 pounds. this
disease has drastically
changed our lives forever. 

i gave David your coin the
same way you gave it to
me, hand on top of hand and turning it
over together. again, i must tell you
how proud he was to receive this.

i am also sending along some
pictures from the Fill-the-boot
campaign from this past year. north
Providence had these special shirts
made to support our muscle Walk
team. the guys are very supportive of
our family, they truly are a
brotherhood! they worked very hard
on this campaign because they know
how much mDa means to us. north
Providence was the highest collecting
local for the state of rhode island at
$24,000! 

i have been doing the muscle Walk for
the last three years. every year, i try to
raise more and more money for mDa.
they are a great support and help out
tremendously. i do this because i cannot
help my husband — he has a terminal
illness — but in my heart, i can help
someone else. our team name is Ditzs’
Devils. my husband’s nickname at the
fire station was “Ditz.” 

again, i thank you, and my husband
thanks you, for the Challenge Coin.
Keep doing what you do, and keep
these fire fighters safe and protected.

sincerely, 
Judy Bazzle 
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Tamalyn Nigretto’s voice was loud and clear
as she called in a Mayday aer an explosion
caused by a natural gas leak rocked the
streets of downtown Seattle and sent nine
fire fighters to the hospital. 

Nigretto, a member of Seattle Fire Chiefs
Local 2898, had just participated in the
IAFF Fire Ground Survival (FGS) training
program designed to provide consistent
Mayday operations throughout the fire
service and to increase fire fighter
survivability when the unpredictable
happens.

“Having had that training, I knew I
needed to call that Mayday as soon as the
blast occurred,” she says. “e level of
devastation was immediately apparent, and
I was concerned about the survival of my
fellow fire fighters. So for the first time in
my 29-year career, I called a Mayday.” 

Fire fighter fatality data compiled by the
United States Fire Administration (USFA)
have shown that fire fighters “becoming
trapped or disoriented represent the largest
portion of structural fire ground fatalities.”
e incidents in which fire fighters have
lost their lives have a consistent theme —
inadequate situational awareness put them
at risk.

e IAFF Fire Ground Survival program
is funded by the IAFF and assisted by the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
through the Assistance to Firefighters
(FIRE Act) grant program. 

Subject matter for the program was
developed through fire fighter fatality
investigations and research by the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH), the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST),
Underwriters Laboratories, the
USFA, the military, IAFF members
and the International Association
of Fire Chiefs (IAFC). e program
includes an online awareness
course and a 32-hour
Train-the-Trainer that allows
members to become FGS
instructors.

Incorporating federal regulations,
proven incident management best
practices and survival techniques

from leaders in the field, the FGS program
teaches fire fighters and incident command
to be prepared for the worst-case scenarios.
Topics covered include situational awareness,
air management, communication, avoiding
panic, disentanglement and upper-floor
escape techniques.

Successful completion of the FGS
awareness course (a pre-requisite for
participation in the FGS Train-the-Trainer
program) requires the study of actual near
misses and fatalities. Students watch
videos of simulated Mayday incidents
and learn how to prepare for and handle
a Mayday. 

Developed as a way to ensure the
highest degree of survivability when
things on the fire ground go wrong, the
FGS training program has spread its
influence across the nation with mobile
training apparatus (large trailers)
stationed strategically across the United
States and Canada to maximize the
number of participants who can
benefit from the training. 

“e training is only as good as our ability
to provide it to all of our members, even
those in remote areas that may the lack the
resources of some of our larger affiliates,”
says General President Harold Schaitberger. 

Two mobile FGS units, equipped with
heavy-duty props that can effectively
recreate a number of entrapment and
entanglement scenarios, were deployed in
2014 to begin to push the program out and
get as many fire fighters trained as possible. 

FGS instructors across North America
conduct the training using the mobile
trailers, traveling to smaller departments

that may not have the resources or training
facilities available to otherwise receive this
level of instruction. 

e first two affiliates to receive FGS trailers
were Los Angeles County, CA Local 1014 and
Fairfax County, VA Local 2068. 

“It’s been extremely effective for both our
veterans of 30-plus years and our recruits
coming through the academy,” says Fairfax,
VA Local 2068 President John Niemiec.
“Training for how to deal with a Mayday
has been invaluable, but even more
important has been learning how to avoid

Mobile Life-Saving Training
“DISPATCH! MAYDAY … MAYDAY … MAYDAY ...
BATTALION 6, I NEED A FULL RESPONSE. 
I HAVE FIRE FIGHTERS MISSING.” 
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getting into a Mayday situation. e props
included in the mobile trailer — wall
breaches, entanglements, emergency bailouts
— are great at assisting us in simulating
situations we run into out there.”

Fairfax County has worked with other locals
in Maryland and southern Virginia to extend
the training to departments that lack the
facilities or resources to reenact the training
scenarios that the FGS program provides.

“What I do know is that the FGS training
increases our confidence and our ability to
self-rescue if and when the need arises. It
puts the skills in our hands,” says Niemiec.
Currently, Fairfax is setting up to work the
FGS program — using its ready-made
trailer — with the City of Alexandria and
Loudon County.

On the West Coast Assistant Fire Chief
Derek Alkonis — a member of Los Angeles
County Local 1014 — is trained as a FGS
master instructor. Los Angeles County also
operates an IAFF-owned FGS trailer that
has been used to train 22 different
battalions and more than 3,000 fire fighters,
covering 2,300 square miles. 

“Having a mobile FGS unit has made a
huge difference,” says Alkonis. “We have
used this program to develop a standard
operating procedure for responding to a
Mayday. Logistically, it would be hard to get
that many fire fighters together to train at
the same facility, but we can tow this trailer
all over and reach not only our fire fighters,
but all the fire fighters that work for the 30
other departments within Los Angeles
County. e result is that we are on the
same page when the worst possible
response is called in — when one of our
own goes down, we are ready.”

Alkonis notes that Los Angeles County
responded to an incident last May where
fire fighters became trapped when a roof
caved in. In the post-incident report,
several attributed their safe escape to the
FGS training and being able to stay calm
and control their breathing. 

Los Angeles County is currently working
with Los Angeles City Local 112, which
also operates an FGS trailer, to command
Mayday scenarios using the FGS training
program. e Los Angeles County trailer is
also made available to those outside of the
county in order to reach as many fire
fighters as possible.

“ese trailers, which we are fortunate
enough to operate, ensure that this critical
FGS training makes it to all fire fighters, no
matter where they are,” says Local 1014
President David Gillotte. “It’s where the
rubber hits the road, and it’s saving lives.”

Saginaw, MI Local 102 maintains an FGS
trailer that was made available to the local
through the Assistance to Firefighters
(AFG) grant. With help from fellow

members, Local 102 Vice President and
Fire Ground Survival instructor Brandon
Hausbeck submitted the grant. Members as
far away as Calgary have benefited from the
FGS training. “is program is very
important. All of our new members go
through it right away, as well as continually
on a quarterly basis,” says Hausbeck. “To
have the capability and the confidence to
get yourself out of bad situations is huge.
We had bigger guys that looked at some of
these small spaces and thought, ‘no way’ —
and then they were able to do it and build
that confidence.”

He adds, “Our members are very
receptive to the training. You get sick of
classrooms and PowerPoints, and this
program allows them to practice these
scenarios in the real world.”

More than 33,000 IAFF members are now
certified at the Fire Ground Awareness
level. e IAFF has certified more than
1,300 instructors, and the operational
course has reached more than 250
departments and potentially exposed over
79,000 fire fighters to the life-saving
training.

By deploying mobile units across the
United States and Canada, the IAFF can
continue to deliver critical life-saving
information to as many fire fighters as
possible. 

Currently, nine departments over five
states (California, Washington, Texas,
Michigan and Virginia) are operating FGS
training mobile trailers, with plans to equip
Indianapolis and Toronto with mobile units
in the near future. 

“Using our affiliates on the frontlines, we
can offer this critical life-saving program in
areas where the lack of a training facility
would have previously prevented the
delivery of what has become the gold
standard in survival training,” says
Schaitberger.  n

Saginaw, MI Local 102
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e strength of this union and the
influence of the IAFF gold and black
political brand was unmistakable this
spring as affiliate leaders in the United
States and Canada convened for their
respective annual IAFF legislative
conferences. 

At the 2016 Alfred K. Whitehead
Legislative Conference in Washington, DC,
General President Harold Schaitberger
noted the significant legislative victories
achieved by the IAFF over the past year,
including extending the Zadroga 9/11
health benefits, delaying the so-called
Cadillac Tax on high-cost health plans and
eliminating the early withdrawal penalty
from federal fire fighter retirement plans.

Meanwhile, the Canadian Legislative
Conference in Ottawa — the IAFF’s
largest-ever — was set against the backdrop
of a new Liberal Government — that
included an unprecedented messaging and
get-out-the-vote campaign by IAFF
affiliates in Canada. 

Lawmakers Pledge Support for
IAFF Legislative Agenda 
Lobbying is a key component in the IAFF’s
legislative strategy. At the 2016 Legislative
Conference, affiliate leaders met with
lawmakers to promote support for several
IAFF legislative priorities, including
retirement fairness for federal fire fighters,

protection against efforts to weaken public
sector pensions and creation of a national
cancer registry for fire fighters.   

e results were immediate. Just one week
aer the Conference concluded, the U.S.
House of Representatives introduced
legislation to address the debt crisis in
Puerto Rico — a bill which had long been a
target for anti-pension amendments —
without any anti-pension language, a

victory due in no small part to IAFF
leaders’ targeted advocacy.  

Opening the Conference, President
Schaitberger noted that, despite the difficulties
of legislating in an election year, “We have to
continue to find ways to make this Congress
and federal government work for those who
proudly hold an IAFF union card.”

In other big advances, affiliate leaders won
new cosponsors for the Federal Firefighter
Pay Equity Act to include the full pay
received for all regularly scheduled work in
a fire fighter’s pension calculation, as well as
the Firefighter Cancer Registry Act. 

e Registry Act (see page 17) was further
buoyed by an unexpected endorsement
when — speaking to delegates on the first
day of the Conference — Los Angeles
Mayor Eric Garcetti (D) expressed his
support for the legislation, pledging to lead
a movement of mayors across the nation.
“You see, that act is the only way that
scientists can better understand the link
between your work and cancer,” he said.
“I’m sick of stories and anecdotes. It’s time
for the science to prove what we know.”

Other speakers followed suit in pledging
support for the IAFF legislative agenda.
Representative Gerry Connolly (D-VA),
sponsor of the Federal Firefighter Pay
Equity Act, spoke of his strong support for
federal fire fighters, as did Representative
Barbara Comstock (R-VA). Numerous
senators and governors also spoke to the
audience, including Senator John McCain
(R-AZ) — who praised fire fighters for their
service — and Governor Maggie Hassan
(D-NH) — who pledged to continue
standing in strong support of hard-working
Americans and helping to guarantee all fire
fighters collective bargaining rights. 

In addition, Senators Susan Collins (R-ME),
Tim Kaine (D-VA), Ed Markey (D-MA), Al
Franken (D-MN) and Steve Daines (R-MT)
and Governor Larry Hogan (R-MD)
addressed the more than 500 affiliate leaders
during the two-day general session.

Delegates also heard from Dr. David Weil,
administrator of the Wage and Hour Division
at the Department of Labor, who spoke of his

IAFF Gold and Black
Produces Results

H  H  H  H  H  H  H  H  H  H  H  H  H  

Our leadership across North America, working together at all levels of this union, have not only grown our numbers,
but also our influence for the sole purpose of protecting and improving the lives and livelihoods of our members.

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
(centre) and Public Safety Minister Ralph
Goodale (fourth from right) appeared onstage
with IAFF's leadership at the 23rd Canadian
Legislative Conference in Ottawa April 19.

Rich Alles (Uniformed Fire Officers Association Local
854), Jim Slevin (Uniformed Firefighters Association
Local 94) and 1st District Vice President Bill Romaka
thank President Schaitberger and the IAFF for
supporting efforts to pass the Zadroga
reauthorization. Schaitberger remarked, “Bill Romaka,
Local 94 Vice President Jim Slevin and Deputy Chief
Richie Alles of Local 854 were a constant presence
during those difficult months when we thought we
could come up short in this fight. It’s with great pride
that, today, I can say to all of you who worked so hard,
congratulations on a job well done.”
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agency’s efforts to protect labor
standards across the country,
including efforts to update
overtime regulations and ensure
workers — including fire fighters
— are properly compensated for
meal and rest periods.  

A highlight of the Conference
came in the form of a panel
discussion between political
pundits Bill Press and Alex
Castellanos, representing liberal
and conservative views,
respectively. e two commented
with their particular blend of
experience and humor on the
presidential election and the
political environment, as well as
the state of the two major
political parties. Delegates had an
opportunity to ask questions of
the commentators on topics from
the downfall of moderate
Republicans to the role of unions
in strengthening the American
economy.

e political panel reinforced
Schaitberger’s message to delegates to
remember why their hard work at the
political and legislative levels matters. “e
stakes are really high,” he said. “Control of
Congress is likely in play. e successful
candidate for president could impact
elections down-ballot at all levels of
government. e leanings of the Supreme
Court rest in the balance and — as the
decision to deny the Friedrichs appeal (see
page 20) showed us once again — their
views determine so much when it comes to
the laws behind our ability to represent our
members, how they earn overtime, whether
unions will be able to continue to thrive, or
whether our enemies will be successful at
choking us out. is isn’t the time for the
faint of heart.”

For complete video coverage of the 2016
Legislative Conference, visit
www.iaff.org/webcast. 

Prime Minister Trudeau Addresses 
Canadian Legislative Conference
e 23rd IAFF Canadian Legislative
Conference focused on a number of
important public and fire fighter safety
issues that now have the support of newly
elected Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and
a new Liberal Government.

Almost six months to the day aer he was
elected, Prime Minister Trudeau appeared
before a record 150 IAFF delegates,
receiving a thunderous standing ovation.

Trudeau, who met with General President

Harold Schaitberger before Schaitberger 
warmly introduced him to delegates,
thanked Canadian IAFF members for the
work they do in their communities while
reiterating his commitments on two key
IAFF issues, the establishment of a national
benefit for the families of fallen fire fighters
and other first responders and the
development of a national action plan on
post-traumatic stress.

Trudeau is also restoring funding for
Canada’s regional Heavy Urban Search and
Rescue teams, which was cut by the
previous government in 2012.

“ese are things that our government
takes seriously, because there is no more
serious work than what your members do,
day in and day out,” said Trudeau, who was
on stage with Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness Minister Ralph Goodale at his
side. “Every day, you work hard to make
Canada’s communities safer, you remain
resilient, compassionate and always focused
on serving others. On behalf of the
government and indeed, on behalf of all
Canadians, thank you for all that you do.”

Trudeau’s leadership ushers in a new era
of respect for working Canadians and long
overdue commitments on fire fighter
legislative issues.

e Liberal Government is also repealing
two controversial anti-union bills passed by
the previous government, bills C-377 and
C-525. “My friends, that kind of approach
has no place in this century. And it has no
place in our government. e government I

lead respects unions, it doesn’t attack
them,” Trudeau said.

Following his remarks, Trudeau walked
through the audience and greeted delegates
with handshakes and obliged many with
“selfie” photos. e Prime Minister later
tweeted to his 1.6 million followers a photo
of the IAFF conference and a thank-you to
fire fighters for the work IAFF members do
on behalf of Canadians.

In his remarks to delegates, Schaitberger
praised Canadian IAFF affiliates for their
political action initiatives in advance of the
last federal election while recognizing the
need to stay political and ensure that the
IAFF’s Canadian legislative agenda keeps
moving forward.

IAFF members conducted more than 100
meetings with MPs and senators on Lobby
Day, with a focus on urging MPs to ensure
the Liberal Government promptly honours
its commitments on the PSOC benefit and
post-traumatic stress national action plan,
while making sure the IAFF is a key
stakeholder on each item.

Delegates also lobbied for improved fire
fighter safety in the National Building Code
of Canada, and the IAFF Canadian Office
conducted lobby meetings with Goodale,
interim Conservative Party Leader Rona
Ambrose and Liberal MP Rodger Cuzner,
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of
Labour.

Delegates gave MPs IAFF-branded first
aid kits as a token of appreciation, and
flooded social media with pictures of their

Los Angeles Mayor
Eric Garcetti (D)

Governor Larry 
Hogan (R-MD)

Panel discussion between political pundits 
Bill Press and Alex Castellanos
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Top: Senator Dick Durban (D-IL) meets with IAFF leaders from Illinois. 
Bottom: Senator Al Franken (D-MN) welcomes IAFF leaders during a lobby visit.
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lobby meetings and their time on
Parliament Hill, using the searchable hashtag
#iaffcdnleg.

For the eighth year, leaders from the
Montreal Firefighters Association came to
Ottawa and joined in the IAFF lobby, a vital
link that ensures MPs and senators from
Quebec are included in the discussion
about issues that affect professional fire
fighters and the public across Canada.

Also speaking at the Conference were
Green Party Leader Elizabeth May,
Conservative MP and Public Safety Critic
Erin O’Toole, NDP House Leader Peter
Julian, Senate Liberal Leader James Cowan
and Canadian Association of Fire Chiefs
President Paul Boissoneault.

In a special moment, Ottawa City Councillor
Jody Mitic — a retired Canadian Forces sniper
who lost both legs aer stepping on a
landmine while on a tour of duty in
Afghanistan in 2007, gave a compelling
address to delegates about avoiding
post-traumatic stress. Mitic, who also
appeared on “e Amazing Race Canada” in
2013, recently authored a book titled
Unflinching: e Making of a Canadian Sniper.

Close to 70 MPs and senators mingled
with fire fighters at the IAFF’s annual
Parliamentary Reception, along with

hundreds of others, including Parliament
Hill staff, labour leaders and other
influential people.

With the conference over, the IAFF
Canadian Office is in the process of

analyzing delegate feedback on lobbying
issues and determining the best ways to
ensure legislative issues keep moving
forward. n

Canada’s professional fire fighters are
pleased to see the Liberal Government
confirm a number of important public
and fire fighter safety commitments in its
March 22 budget, including a benefit for
the families of first responders who die in
the line of duty and resources to assist
first responders with post-traumatic
stress.

e budget also restores funding for
Canada’s regional Heavy Urban Search
and Rescue teams, which was cancelled
by the previous government in 2012, and
confirms continued hazardous materials
training for fire fighters and other first
responders.

e IAFF and the 23,000 full-time
professional fire fighters across Canada
are grateful to Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau and Public Safety Minister Ralph

Goodale for addressing public and fire
fighter safety, and look forward to
working with the federal government to
ensure the timely implementation of the
public safety measures announced in the
2016 budget, while providing
consultation on their design.

“e Liberal Government’s first budget
was very good for public and fire fighter
safety,” says General President Harold
Schaitberger. “e measures it confirms
will assist the families of fire fighters who
make the ultimate sacrifice on behalf of
their fellow citizens, and will ensure fire
fighters have the training and the support
they need to safely and effectively protect
the public from fires, hazardous materials
incidents, structural collapses and other
kinds of emergencies.” n

IAFF Canada Benefits Under New Liberal Government’s Budget 2016
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The number of states without
presumptive legislation for fire
fighters who contract cancer
continues to shrink. In April, Idaho
became the 34th state to win
presumptive protections. 

“I am very proud of our affiliate’s efforts to
ensure our members have the protections
they need if diagnosed with cancer as the
result of on-the-job exposures,” says General
President Harold Schaitberger. “In some
cases, it took our state leaders more than a
decade of lobbying to find success, but they
never gave up because they know how
important these are to the health and
welfare of our members and their families.”

With the passage of HB 554, effective 
July 1, Idaho’s workers compensation law
presumes that 11 cancers are job-related for
fire fighters. e bill passed the state Senate
33-0 and in the House 65-3, and was signed
by Governor Butch Otter at a public
ceremony at Fire Station 1 in Coeur D’Alene.

Professional Fire Fighters of Idaho (PFFI)
President omas Lovell, PFFI
Secretary-Treasurer Curtis Smith, PFFI
Executive Vice President Rob Shoplock,
IAFF 7th District Vice President Kelly Fox
and Washington State Council of Fire
Fighters President Dennis Lawson, along
with members of Coeur D’Alene Local 710
and other Idaho locals, were gathered with
the governor and other state and local
politicians for the event.

“Aer 16 years of steady lobbying
efforts, we are so pleased to
pass this important and
necessary law for our
members,” says Lovell. “Our
members who contract cancer
will no longer be faced with
the impossible task of
pinpointing which incident

caused the disease. ey will now be able to
receive life-saving treatment thanks to
workers compensation benefits.”

In Connecticut, HB 5262 — which creates
a relief fund for fire fighters diagnosed with
certain types of cancer aer being exposed
to carcinogens on the job was signed into
law by Connecticut Governor Dan Malloy
on May 6, 2016. is, aer the state Senate
voted 35-1 and the House voted
unanimously in favor of the legislation.

“I am proud of the dedication of all our
members in getting the support of our state
legislators for this important bill,” says
Uniformed Professional Fire Fighters
Association (UPFFA) of Connecticut
President Pete Carozza.

HB 5262 creates a relief fund to pay for
claims, financed by a one cent fee for 9-1-1
calls — which is expected to generate
$400,000 annually.

e fund will be administered by
representatives from each of the state’s fire
service organizations, who will also be
responsible for processing claims.

Elsewhere, legislation that says fire fighters
with certain cancers are presumed to have
contracted the disease as a result of
on-the-job exposure would provide benefits
to Ohio fire fighters through the Ohio
Bureau of Workers Compensation. e state
Senate voted 32-1 in favor of SB27, which
has moved onto the House for consideration.

“We have been working for a long time —
and will continue to work until the bill

becomes law,” says Ohio Association of
Professional Fire Fighters President Mark
Sanders. “Our members deserve the peace
of mind of knowing they have immediate
access to the workers compensation benefits
they need.”

e Kentucky Professional Fire Fighters
(KPFF) was successful in lobbying for the
passage of Senate Bill 195, which gives
families of fire fighters who die from certain
cancers a line-of-duty death benefit.

“is bill did not include everything we
wanted, but it’s a start and we are confident
that we will be able to expand on this to get
presumptive cancers covered,” says KPFF
President Joe Baer. He says the KPFF hopes
to revisit the cancer presumption bill next
session. e new law provides $80,000 to
the families of fire fighters who die from
cancer. 

And, the Michigan Professional Fire
Fighters Union (MPFFU) is working to get
funding for SB 211, presumptive legislation
that passed last year. e bill presumes fire
fighters diagnosed with certain cancers got
the disease on the job, making the state’s fire
fighters eligible for medical coverage
through the First Responders Presumed
Coverage Reimbursement Fund.

But the state legislature failed to provide
funding for the coverage as required as part
of the overall state budget. To call attention
to this shortfall, more than 150 MPFFU
members marched to the Capitol on March
8 to rally in support of funding for the bill.

e IAFF has released a new online
cancer awareness course designed to
educate members about the increased risk
of developing occupational cancer. e
course teaches about the most prominent
types of cancer affecting fire fighters, the
top carcinogens in the firefighting
environment and the major routes of
exposure. 

Most importantly, the course explains how
to adopt work practices to minimize and
prevent exposure to occupational cancer
hazards and embrace healthy lifestyles to
reduce the risk of developing cancer. 

e course also provides information on
resources available to IAFF members and
their families who are diagnosed with
cancer.

General President Harold Schaitberger
states, “Now more than ever, we need to
raise awareness in order to safeguard our
members from exposures to carcinogens,
and we need to implement changes to our
standard operating procedures that will
keep our members healthy and extend
their lives.” n

Idaho Governor Butch Otter
signs the new cancer
presumption bill flanked by
IAFF leaders and members
at Fire Station 1 in Coeur
D’Alene.

New Resource on Cancer in the Fire Service
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e Senate has since passed SB 802, which
provides $3 million in funding for fiscal
year 2016-2017. e legislation has moved
onto the House for approval. 

“We are hopeful that the funding will be
allocated as part of this year’s budget,” says
MPFFU President Mark Docherty. e full
budget is expected to be approved by the

end of May.
Presumptive legislation has also been

introduced in Delaware, Florida, Hawaii,
Montana, New Jersey, North Carolina and
West Virginia. Affiliates in those states face
tough battles, but will continue efforts to
ensure presumptive protections for their
members. n

IAFF Lobbying Pushes
Congress to Consider
Establishing a Fire Fighter
Cancer Registry

In a rare display of bipartisanship, members
from both sides of the aisle in Congress have
joined ranks to press for the establishment of
a national cancer registry specifically for fire
fighters. Representatives Richard Hanna
(R-NY) and Bill Pascrell (D-NJ) have
introduced H.R. 4625, the Firefighter Cancer
Registry Act, to establish such a registry.
Identical legislation, S. 2799, has been
introduced in the Senate by Senators Robert
Menendez (D-NJ) and Lisa Murkowski
(R-AK). e new legislation would allow
novel research on cancer in fire fighters by
providing scientists with new data.

“Cancer is the leading line-of-duty death
among fire fighters today,” says General
President Harold Schaitberger. “By
strengthening our understanding of the link
between fire fighting and cancer, this
important legislation will help us develop new
tools and techniques to protect fire fighters,
and hopefully prevent future disease.”

Multiple studies have demonstrated
statistically higher rates of multiple types of
cancers in fire fighters as compared to the
general population, including multiple
myeloma, brain cancer, leukemia, prostate
cancer, kidney and lung cancers and many
others. One such study, by the National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) in 2013 found that fire fighters have
a 14 percent increased risk of dying from
cancer as compared to the general population.

Despite the knowledge gained from previous
studies, many have been limited because of
relatively small sample sizes and an
under-representation of certain demographic
groups, including women and minorities.
Studies have also been limited by a lack of key
data, such as the number of years on the job
and the number and type of exposures. e
Firefighter Cancer Registry Act remedies these
shortcomings by collecting detailed data about
fire fighters with cancer on a national scale.

is legislation is a key priority of the IAFF,
and was featured at the 2016 IAFF Legislative
Conference. Speaking at the Conference, Los
Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti (D) expressed
his support for the legislation. “You see, that
act is the only way that scientists can better
understand the link between your work and
cancer,” Garcetti said. “I’m sick of stories and
anecdotes. It’s time for the science to prove
what we know.”

e IAFF continues to lobby Congress in
favor of the Registry Act. Dozens of
bipartisan cosponsors have signed onto the
bill, and support for the legislation grows
every day. n

1. Professional Fire Fighters of Georgia leave boots on the state capitol steps to illustrate high risk of cancer
in fire fighters.

2. Professional Fire Fighters of Georgia lobby for passage of cancer presumption bill.
3. Uniformed Professional Fire Fighters Association of Connecticut celebrates passage of presumptive legislation.
4. Ohio Association of Professional Fire Fighters continues to push for support for cancer presumption law.
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HB 216, a bill that would have provided
basic workers compensation benefits for
Georgia fire fighters who could medically
prove they contracted cancer on the job,
was all but signed into law — it passed both
the House and Senate with overwhelming
support — when Georgia Governor
Nathan Deal bowed to pressure from the
Georgia Municipal Association and the
Association of County Commissioners of
Georgia and vetoed the bill.

Professional Fire Fighters of Georgia
(PFFG) President Jim Daws says members
are disappointed that the governor and the
organizations that stopped the bill from
becoming law turned their backs on the
state’s fire fighters, but he believes there is a

solid chance that the state legislature will
override the governor’s veto when the next
session begins in January 2017.

“HB 216 is a modest bill that will allow
our members who develop cancer to use
medical evidence to prove their case,” says
Daws. “Our members put their lives on the
line every day. ey deserve to have
safeguards in place when they get sick due
to on-the-job exposures. We will not back
down until they have those protections.”

Currently, when a Georgia fire fighter
contracts an occupational cancer, he or she
will be deemed unfit for duty and
terminated, leaving the fire fighter without
income or health insurance. n

Georgia Fire Fighters Lose Battle, Continue to Fight
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A pilot of a passenger airline notifies the
closest appropriate airport of an issue on
board his aircra — a small consumer
product has caught fire on a crowded
airliner. 

A business loses power long term when
weather and widespread flooding
compromise back-up energy and generator
systems below grade. 

A fire department responds to a motor
vehicle accident — there are no injuries, but
the electric vehicle is towed. A short while
later, the same engine company responds to
a reported vehicle fire at the local impound
lot. Upon arrival, the engine company
officer finds several vehicles fully involved,
including the electric vehicle from the earlier accident. 

How are these incidents related? 
Each involves electrochemical energy storage systems,

better known as lithium-ion batteries.
e aircra incident was caused by consumer

batteries. Preventing future loss of power involves the
installation of large energy storage systems, and
renewable energy used in electric cars involves the use
of high-performance battery systems.

is technology is gaining steam as society moves
toward more sustainable energy resources that are
becoming more economically acceptable. e global
lithium-ion battery market is expected to grow 10
percent each year and top $46 billion by 2022, according
to Allied Market Research.

As with many new technologies, numerous factors
influence the acceptance and applicability to the
marketplace, including safety. Yet the fire service has not
been involved in product testing or evaluation. 

Lithium-ion batteries are used in a wide range of
applications — cell phones, laptop computers, motor
vehicles, airplanes, toys — and now building systems.
And with the widespread application, a number of
incidents are causing concern about the safety of 
these products. 

“Recent fire events involving electric cars,
hover boards, e-cigarettes and cell phones
show the potential dangers these products
pose to our members who respond to the
incidents,” says General President Harold
Schaitberger. “is is why we will be
involved in gathering as much information
as we can to address safety concerns
associated with this emerging technology.”

Lithium-ion batteries are comprised of a
number of different chemistries that vary
based on the manufacturer. Constants include
the use of anodes, cathodes, a fine membrane
and an electrolyte solution. Manufacturers
can increase energy storage rates by altering
the chemistry of the battery. e major

concern is the balance between performance and stability.
ese batteries should not be considered a stand-alone

product, but rather part of a system that interoperates.
is ability to function as a system determines the
performance — or safety — of the battery.

Many of these batteries function flawlessly over time.
e risk of failure occurs if they are exposed to
increased levels of external heat, are damaged or if there
is an impurity within the battery cell. Any of these
influences can have catastrophic results on the battery
and the surrounding environment.

e concern of a thermal short, or thermal runaway,
has increased to the level where passenger airlines will
not permit the storage of lithium-ion batteries in
checked luggage and will not ship lithium-ion batteries
in the cargo space. ese shipments are now relegated to
the cargo industry or other methods of shipment.
Consensus is emerging within the international aviation
community that tougher rules are needed regarding the
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shipment of lithium batteries on passenger planes. In April, the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) updated its
lithium battery safety standards to include a temporary ban on
airline shipments until adequate safety regulations are in place.
Both the Airline Pilots Association (ALPA) and the Association of
Flight Attendants (AFA) are calling for stronger regulations across
the globe, including classifying these batteries as hazardous cargo.
ALPA in April praised the U.S. Senate for including stronger rules
in its Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reauthorization. e
U.S. House is currently considering its own FAA reauthorization.

Vehicle batteries damaged in an accident have also been known
to ignite or re-ignite up to three weeks aer the accident.
Responding fire companies must use copious amounts of water to
cool the surrounding cells, as well as leave the battery
compartment intact to assist in containing the off-gassing of the
effected cell.

e reliability and safety of these systems cause concerns as New
York — the first to delve into it — moves towards onsite Energy
Storage Systems (ESS) in occupied buildings. e FDNY Fire
Prevention Bureau is partnering with Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) and the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) to
better understand the effects of onsite lithium-ion batteries. With
the toxic and corrosive off-gassing and resistance to water
extinguishment, these proposed systems potentially present a real
challenge to the responding fire fighters in the event of an
emergency.

Currently testing is underway by UL, which conducted research
in partnership with the National Transportation Safety Bureau
(NTSB) aer the Boeing Dreamliner incident, to understand the
causes of thermal runaway in battery systems and the proper

response to an incident. 
Together, they have hosted a number of workshops, bringing in

leaders of the industry to address the safety concerns of the fire
service and other users.

Representatives from the IAFF, including Assistant to the
General President for Health, Safety and Medicine Pat Morrison,
participated in one of these workshops in April and provided
testimony addressing the union’s concerns about the increased
prevalence of lithium-ion batteries.

e International believes that more study of lithium-ion
batteries is essential to protecting not just the public, but also fire
fighters responding to emergencies involving this technology.
More must be learned about the best ways to douse flames ignited
by these batteries. e IAFF also remains concerned about the
potential toxic exposure of lithium-ion fires for fire fighters and
possible corrosive effects on turnout gear and other equipment. 

NFPA is also conducting testing on the storage of lithium-ion
batteries as a commodity, and how to store and protect them to
ensure the safety of the storage facility, the workers and
responding fire fighters.

is is a difficult and complicated issue. Society is demanding
higher-performing energy storage technology, but it’s critical to
understand the technologies and the potential hazards of these
products. Lithium-ion is not alone, and research needs to
continue to develop safe application of lithium-ion technology
and other energy storage technologies now in development. 

Because IAFF members are usually the first to provide
emergency response to incidents involving these technologies, the
IAFF will be on the frontlines and involved in research projects
and discussions to make sure members’ concerns are addressed. n

2007              
UPS McDonnell
Douglas DC-8-71F
Crash
The captain, first
officer and flight
engineer landed and
then evacuated a UPS
cargo plane carrying
lithium batteries at
Philadelphia
International Airport
after reporting smoke
in the cockpit. Though
all crew escaped with
minor injuries, a fire
destroyed the plane on
the ground. 

2010
UPS Boeing 747
Crash 
A fire that destroyed a
UPS Boeing 747 cargo
plane in the United Arab
Emirates was traced to
81,000 lithium batteries
the plane was carrying.
The two-person flight
crew reported the fire 20
minutes into the flight.
Both pilots were killed
when the plane then
crashed to the ground.

2011
Asiana Airlines 747
Crash 
Another Boeing 747
cargo plane was
destroyed when it
crashed into the sea off
the coast of South
Korea, killing both pilots.
This plane was also
carrying lithium
batteries.

2014
Tesla Model S Fire 
A Tesla Model S electric
car that uses lithium-ion
batteries caught fire
while powering up at a
charging station in
Norway. There were no
injuries. 

January 2016
Hover Board Fire 
A fire that ripped
through a house in Santa
Rosa, California, was
determined to have
started from the lithium
batteries contained in a
hover board that was
being charged. The fire
killed two dogs and
caused up to $250,000
in damage. 

March 2016
Alaska Airlines
iPhone Fire   
A small fire erupted from
a passenger’s iPhone
aboard an Alaska
Airlines flight from
Washington state to
Hawaii. The flight crew
successfully contained
the flame and there
were no injuries. 

Lithium-Ion Battery Fire Incidents 



e IAFF continues to assist a number of
affiliates facing attacks at the local and
provincial levels in Canada, including
attacks on staffing and the arbitration
system that fire fighters rely on to achieve
fair wages and working conditions.

In New Brunswick, the Atlantic Provinces
Professional Fire Fighters Association
(APPFFA) conducted a successful political
action and media relations campaign in
March and successfully fought off
legislation that would have tilted the

arbitration system in favour of the
municipalities that employ the province’s
500 IAFF members.

e legislation would have imposed a
style of arbitration called “final offer
selection,” a winner-take-all approach in
which an arbitrator must accept one party’s
proposal in its entirety — including its
good and bad provisions. Final offer
selection also takes compromise out of the
equation.

Aer the legislation was introduced in
February, the province refused to meet with
fire fighters, despite previous assurances
they would be consulted before any
changes were made to the arbitration
system. 

But the province withdrew the legislation
at the 11th hour, following a skillful
behind-the-scenes political action effort by
the APPFFA, bolstered by a media relations
campaign that drew unwanted attention to
the government’s plan while using facts to
show there’s nothing wrong with the
current arbitration system. 

“We’re extremely grateful that New
Brunswick’s Liberal Government finally
listened to our concerns and axed this
legislation, while committing once again to
consulting with us and other stakeholders
before making any changes to our
arbitration system,” says APPFFA President
Glenn Sullivan. “It was a tough fight, but in
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Nearly 15 years aer the 9/11 attacks, the
IAFF’s efforts are reaping the benefits
members deserve for their sacrifice in the
aermath of the destruction.

e Department of Justice will begin
processing benefits to survivors of fire fighters
who died from a 9/11-related illness.

e IAFF has been working to expedite
consideration of the claims submitted for fire
fighter deaths and disabilities that have been
linked to exposures from work related to the
September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, including
partnering with friends in Congress to put
pressure on the Bureau of Justice Assistance
(BJA) to accept the World Trade Center
Health Program (WTCHP) and the 9/11
Victims Compensation Fund (VCF) 
determinations.

Effective April 6, 2016, the BJA has
implemented a new protocol for determining
Public Safety Officers Benefit (PSOB) claims
submitted for fire fighters who participated in
the 9/11 rescue, recovery and clean-up

operations at the World Trade Center,
Pentagon and Shanksville crash sites.
Significantly, the new protocol also marks the
first time the BJA has accepted occupational
illnesses as an injury for purposes of awarding
PSOB benefits.

“e families of those who gave their lives
aer laboring at Ground Zero have waited too
long for this ruling,” says General President
Harold Schaitberger. “With the new protocol
in place, I urge the Department of Justice to
process these claims without delay.”

Dr. David Prezant, chief medical officer for
the FDNY and co-director of the World Trade
Center medical monitoring and treatment
programs, says, “is is a major advance for
our fire fighters and first responders who have
been ravaged by cancer. We now finally have
the ability to protect the families of our fire
fighters and other first responders who die
from 9/11-related exposures.”

e IAFF was also instrumental in getting
Congress to pass the initial PSOB program,

and has been the principal author of every
amendment affecting IAFF members’
coverage and benefit amount since. e
benefit now stands at $339,881. 

For those fire fighters or fire fighter families
already receiving financial compensation from
the VCF, the PSOB benefit amount will be
reduced based on compensation received
from the VCF. 

For additional information or questions,
email safety@iaff.org. n 

SCOTUS Ruling on Friedrichs
e U.S. Supreme Court on March 29
issued its one-sentence ruling in the
Friedrichs v. California Teachers Association
case, affirming the decision of the Court of
Appeals by an equally divided 4-4 vote. 

is case is incredibly significant for the
IAFF and other public sector unions. If the
Supreme Court had instead ruled in favor
of the petitioner — Friedrichs — it would
have essentially put public sector
employees into a right-to-work-type
model that allows nonmembers to get the
benefits of union representation for free. 

In the case of Friedrichs v. California
Teachers Association, Friedrichs and others
sought to overturn a 40-year precedent
that permits the collection of fair-share
agency fees in the public sector in
non-right-to-work states. If Friedrichs had
won her appeal, extremist anti-union
groups like the Right to Work Committee
and the Koch Brothers were set to put into
motion their plans to solicit members of

public unions to stop paying dues.
Instead, a deadlocked Supreme Court

affirmed the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals
(which had ruled in favor of the California
Teachers Association), giving the IAFF
(which filed a brief in the case supporting
the California Teachers Association) and
all public employee unions at least a
temporary victory — temporary because
the same anti-union forces that initiated
the Friedrichs case are likely to try to get
another case on the same, or very similar,
issue before the U.S. Supreme Court in the
near future.

is important ruling is the result of the
death of Justice Antonin Scalia on
February 13, which led to the tie vote
upholding the lower court decision to
allow public sector fair-share agency fees
to continue. is underscores the
importance of the selection of Justice
Antonin Scalia’s replacement, as the new
justice will tip the balance on this
important issue either in favor of or
against public sector unions. n 

Arbitration System, Frontline Resources Under Attack in Canada

IAFF Wins Establishment of New Protocol
for 9/11-Related PSOB Claims
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the end they made the right decision.”
Interestingly, during the middle of the

dispute with fire fighters over the
legislation, the New Brunswick government
introduced legislation that will add
post-traumatic stress to the list of diseases
considered occupational for the purpose of
workers compensation.

e Canadian Office also continues to
assist a number of locals facing cuts or the
threat of cuts, including Sault Ste. Marie,
ON Local 529, which had 20 fire fighters —
almost 25 per cent of its members —
slashed in October. Local 529 is hoping the
city will agree to a free risk assessment
from the office of the Ontario Fire Marshal,
as a first step in getting the city to restore its
staffing levels.

In Halifax, where a station closure plan
was fought off a year ago only to be brought
back by the fire chief, the IAFF assisted
with a strong rebuttal to a chief ’s report
and assisted with public and media
relations materials. In the end, the city
voted against the chief ’s plan again, and is
in fact hiring more full-time fire fighters. n

e IAFF has welcomed Jim Tate, who
served the last 20 years as Fort Worth, TX
Local 440 president, as its new Director of
Labor Issues and Collective Bargaining.  

“When I was considering candidates
from the IAFF leadership to fill this
critical position, it was clear that we
needed someone with a strong
background as a labor leader, as well as
someone who is familiar with work done
in the Labor Issues Department,
including municipal financial analysis
and contract negotiation assistance,” says
General President Harold Schaitberger.
“Tate has all of those qualifications.”

Tate says, “In my new position, I am
looking forward to working more on
behalf of my IAFF brothers and sisters.” 

Tate joined the Fort Worth Fire
Department in 1985 and became a
member of Fort Worth Local 440. He has
spent the last 25 years on the Local 440
Executive Board, 20 of those as local
president.

anks to his
dedication and
tenacity, Local 440
members won the
right to collectively
bargain in a
successful
referendum
campaign.

He has also long
served his brothers
and sisters from

other locals as an 11th District Field
Service Representative and a Partnership
Education Program (PEP) instructor.

Over the course of his career, Tate also
attended the IAFF Political Training
Academy, completed National Labor
College courses on negotiations and
contract language, served on NFPA
Technical Committees and was selected
by the IAFF for a scholarship to the
Harvard Trade Union Program in 2015. n 

Fort Worth Local President Joins IAFF Headquarters Staff

Jim Tate
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In a major victory for Washington, DC
Local 36, Mayor Muriel Bowser publicly
signed legislation March 17 banning the use
of toxic flame retardants.

e Carcinogenic Flame Retardant
Prohibition Act prohibits the manufacture,
sale, or distribution of any children’s
product or residential upholstered furniture
containing carcinogenic flame-retardants or
chemicals known to be carcinogenic to
humans, and authorizes the DC
Department of Consumer and Regulatory
Affairs to request and obtain a certificate of
compliance from manufacturers who must
respond within 30 days.

“Studies have confirmed that flame
retardant chemicals found in these products
are a deadly cancer risk to families and fire
fighters. Signing this bill into law is an
important and proactive step to continue to
fight back against this scourge of cancer,”

says Local 36 President Ed Smith.
“is is the largest health-related issue

facing the fire-fighting profession,” said Pat
Morrison, Assistant General President for
Health, Safety and Medicine, during
testimony before the DC City Council last
September. “It is the IAFF’s position that
this exposure contributes to a significantly
higher incidence of cancer among fire
fighters than the general public.”

During the bill signing ceremony at the
Engine 9 Fire Station, Smith praised Mayor
Bowser and DC Councilmember Mary
Cheh, chair of the Committee on
Transportation and the Environment, for
supporting the flame retardant ban.

“I am pleased to be able to sign this bill for
our brave fire fighters who run into burning
buildings. is new law will help protect
them from these unseen toxic dangers on
the other side of the door,” Bowser said.

“We know that more than half of fire
fighter deaths in the line of duty are the
result of occupational cancers,” said
Councilmember Cheh. “is bill will help
reduce that number and is one way we can
help protect those who routinely risk their
lives to protect us.”

e DC law is a big win for the
International and state and local affiliates
that have fought tirelessly to enact bans on
the use of toxic fire retardant chemicals. n

DC Local 36 Helps Pass Ban on Toxic Flame Retardants

A favorable settlement has been reached in a
court case pursued under the IAFF Guardian
Policy, which provided full back pay with
additional compensatory damages to five local
union activists who were suspended for 90
days for political activity and for campaigning
on behalf of candidates endorsed by
Professional Fire Fighters of Eastern Missouri
(PFFM) Local 2665. In addition, in the future,
union members are free to engage in
legitimate political action.

In August 2013, a new state law in Missouri
prohibited local governments from preventing
first responders from engaging in political
activity while off duty and out of uniform.
Before the law passed, University City
followed an internal regulation stating that
employees could not engage in any political
activities related to local elections, and that
discipline for a first offense was termination. 

But with the passage of the new law, the City
failed to change its regulation to allow first
responders to engage in political activities. 

Local 2665 supported four City Council
candidates in the April 2014 elections. Each
was running against either an incumbent or a
candidate supported by the incumbent
majority. During the campaigns, three local
leaders and two local members scheduled a
photo shoot with candidates in front of a fire
truck with fire fighters dressed in attire
making them recognizable as first responders
but that did not identify them as University
City fire fighters.

Furthermore, the fire truck was not a
University City truck and, in fact, clearly
belonged to another community. e photo
appeared in advertisements identifying the
local’s political action committee.

All four Local 2665-supported candidates
were defeated in the elections. Soon thereaer,
City Manager Lehman Walker suspended the
five fire fighters for 30 shis — a total of three
months — for violating City regulations by
engaging in political activities. All five were
escorted from City property and locked out of
their City email accounts.

On appeal, the City’s Civil Service Board
found that the suspension violated these
members’ free speech rights and should be
reversed. However, the Board’s ruling was only
advisory, and the anti-union city manager
refused to follow the Board’s ruling.

Subsequently, IAFF General Counsel Tom
Woodley filed a lawsuit in federal court in St.
Louis alleging that the City, the city manager
and the fire chief violated the fire fighters’ free
speech and free association rights under the
U.S. and Missouri Constitutions.  

Aer hard-fought litigation, the parties
reached a settlement on very favorable terms
for Local 2665. e City and its officials agreed
to pay the plaintiff union members their full
backpay for the 90 days they were suspended.
Each member also received about $19,000 in
additional compensatory damages.

Because of the tactics used by the City and its
lawyers during the pendency of this case, the
matter was heavily litigated. Under the
settlement, the City paid $200,000 in recovered
attorneys’ fees and expenses — approximately
95 percent of the fees and expenses incurred by
the IAFF in this Guardian case. 

In addition, the City removed references to
the suspensions from all of the fire fighters’
personnel files. 

General President Schaitberger notes, “Our
members must be able to engage in political

activities to achieve their goals without being
subjected to retaliation.” 

IAFF 2nd District Vice President Mark
Woolbright expressed gratitude “for the
International’s assistance in righting a wrong
and safeguarding the free speech rights of
Local 2665 members.” n

Suspension of Local Leaders for Political Activities Overturned

IAFF Welcomes
New Locals

The new IAFF affiliates listed below joined 
the International in January – March 2016 

Local 5074
Dixon Rural Professional Fire
Fighters
President Derrick Storey
8 members
Dixon, IL

Local 5082
Rutgers Emergency Services
President Steven Webb
18 members
New Brunswick, NJ

Local 5085
Okanogan County Fire
Fighters
President  Russell Stamps
3 members
Winthrop, WA

Local 5086
Glen Lake Fire Fighters
President Bill Parker
11 members
Glen Arbor, MI

Local 5087
Miramichi Professional Fire
Fighters Association 
President Frank Roche
20 members
Miramichi, NB

Local 5088
Woodland Park Professional
Fire Fighters
President Eric Hendren
12 members
Woodland Park, CO

Local 5090
Bennett Fire Fighters
President Charles Koyle
6 members
Bennett, CO

Local 5091
Bracken Proessional Fire
Fighters Association
President Tyler Bowker
6 members
Bracken, TX

Local 5092
Slaton Professional Fire
Fighters Association
President David Bullock
3 members
Slaton, TX

Local 5093
United North Eastern Arizona
Fire Fighters
President James Baker
9 members
Puerco Valley, AZ
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IAFF members from across Alberta were on
the frontlines of history in early May as they
battled the devastating wildfire that ravaged
the city of Fort McMurray for nearly an
entire week.

e fire, which continued to burn as it
finally moved away from the northern
Alberta community on May 9, forced the
evacuation of 88,000 residents and claimed
close to 2,000 structures. 

But IAFF members, working to the point
of exhaustion in dangerous and extreme
conditions, saved thousands more
structures from the monstrous and
unpredictable inferno, which was captured
in dramatic photos and videos that were
seen around the world.

As residents fled the disaster, more than
100 IAFF members from unaffected regions
of Alberta were officially deployed to the
area to help the members of Fort McMurray
Local 2494.

Twenty-eight members of Calgary Local 255
were deployed to form five extra fire crews,
while Edmonton Local 209 sent 22 personnel
staffing two fire engines and two tankers.
Strathcona County Local 2461 sent 10 fire
fighter/paramedics, an incident management
team and multiple fire trucks on site, while
Red Deer Local 1190 sent 10 members and a
pumper.

Airdrie Local 4778 responded to a request
for assistance with an engine and four
personnel, plus two of its members were
deployed in Fort McMurray as part of a
special task force. St. Albert Local 2130 sent a
rotating crew of eight members to staff an
aerial truck. Also, eight Leduc Local 4739
members were dispatched to Fort McMurray
with two fire trucks to help battle the blaze.

“e response from our larger IAFF family
was immediate,” says 6th District Vice
President Lorne West. “All of our members’
families have been displaced and relocated
across the country, where other locals have
been quick to step in and support them. And,

the Alberta Fire Fighters Association (AFFA)
has provided the necessary leadership to
support our Fort McMurray Local 2494
members. Local 2494 President Nick
Waddington and his team have been on the
frontlines managing our members’ needs,
from the beginning.”

Meanwhile, between 20 and 25 Fort
McMurray members are among those who
lost their homes to the fire.

IAFF members and the public can help Fort
McMurray Local 2494 fire fighters who have
been affected by the fire with a donation to the
IAFF Disaster Relief Fund, an arm of the
IAFF Charitable Foundation that provides
short-term, immediate financial assistance
to IAFF members who are affected by major
disasters. Donations can be made online at
www.iaff.org/donate.

Many members battling the inferno
continued to do so even though they were at
risk of losing their own homes, as the fire —
whose path changed every time the wind
changed direction — continued to threaten
more sections of the city. With shiing
winds and dry weather in the forecast, the
fire could potentially threaten other
communities in the region as it moves away.

General President Harold Schaitberger, who
traveled to Alberta on May 9 and spoke to
members of the Alberta Fire Fighters
Association (AFFA), says all IAFF members
share the sense of loss in Fort McMurray, and
that the safety of all fire fighters working to
save the city was a major concern. But he says
the commitment and perseverance they
showed in responding to what was one of the
largest disasters in Canadian history is a
shining example of the profession at its best.

“Our members were there on duty in Fort
McMurray when that city needed them the
most,” he said. “Our members from across
Alberta worked hour aer hour in an area of
extreme danger, risking their own safety while
doing everything they possibly could to save
that city from total destruction.”

e fire sparked a tremendous outpouring
of respect and appreciation for fire fighters
from around the world, as people witnessed
them making a maximum effort to save what
remains of the city in the most difficult
circumstances imaginable. 

Several poignant editorial cartoons portrayed
fire fighters as heroes, and among those
recognizing and thanking the fire fighters
was Queen Elizabeth II, via a letter posted
on the Royal Family’s social media pages. n

Alberta Locals Dispatched to Fort McMurray to Battle Wildfire

Photos by troy Palmer, CaPtain — Fort mCmurray, ab loCal 2494   
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IAFF state and provincial affiliates can be a
powerful resource, from organizing and
bargaining the first contract to
transitioning from one union to another.

In the right-to-work state of Wyoming,
fire fighters in Jackson Hole had been on
their own to address issues and challenges.
But when the governing body made a move
to increase the number of hours worked
without increasing wages, they knew they
needed help.

“We needed to organize,” says John Tobey,
president of the newly formed Jackson Hole
Local 5067. “Right away, President Joe
Fender and the leaders of the Federated
Fire Fighters of Wyoming (FFFW) helped
explain the process and 
the state statute for
bargaining a contract.
ere was no
guesswork.”

Local 5067 was
organized last fall,
but the FFFW
remains closely
involved in the
bargaining process.
When management
produced a Wyoming
Attorney General’s

opinion — written in response to a similar
situation in another county — claiming
that volunteers, as paid employees, should
be included in the process, contract
negotiations came to a halt. 

FFFW President Fender discussed the
issue with 9th District Vice President Ray
Rahne and, working with the International,
determined that the case qualified as an
IAFF Guardian Policy case.

e Professional Fire Fighters of Nevada
(PFFN) stepped in to help Mount
Charleston Local 4621 members, who
wanted to negotiate their first contract. 

Before beginning negotiations, the PFFN

provided the members of Mount
Charleston Local 4621, located near Las
Vegas, with a number of resources. 

Steven Clement, president of Local 4621,
says, “We were in great need of additional
staffing and new apparatus. e PFFN
helped guide us through what language to
ask for in our labor-management
agreement.”

Six and a half hours north of Mount
Charleston, the PFFN is working with Elko
County Local 5046 to receive a new local
number and negotiate its first contract. 

“As a small local of eight members, we see
the benefit in being unified,” says Matthew

House, president of Local
5046. “We can draw on

the PFFN and its
other affiliates to
help navigate
through all of
our initial

challenges. Our
goal is to negotiate a

contract that will
serve as a building
block for future
discussions.”

e PFFN, as well as
the Atlantic Provinces

Stronger Together  
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As the water crisis in Flint, Michigan
unfolded, the IAFF worked with Flint Local
352 on a program to test members for lead
poisoning and other health concerns
stemming from the contamination of the
city’s drinking water.

Flint’s water became tainted with lead in
April 2014 while the city was under the
control of a state-appointed emergency
manager aer it temporarily switched its water
source for drinking water from Lake Huron
water treated by the Detroit Water and
Sewerage Department to Flint water treated at
the Flint water treatment plant. For months,
however, the state dismissed reports
of rising lead levels in the
drinking water before
acknowledging a problem.

“is union’s job is to
protect the health and
safety of all IAFF
members,” says
General President
Harold Schaitberger.
“is important
medical screening could
possibly save their lives.”

e medical exams
help create a baseline

for possible future illnesses. High levels of
lead can cause hypertension and other
issues for adults and can lead to far more
serious problems in children.

BioCare, a mobile medical testing
company, provided the medical exams —
which are 100 percent funded by the IAFF
— to Local 352 members. e results
remain confidential between the member
and the health care professional. IAFF
members from surrounding locals who
reside in Flint were also eligible to receive
the exam at no charge.

“We are extremely grateful to the IAFF for
making these medicals available to our

members in Flint,” says Local
352 President Jeremy Gilbert.

“anks to our IAFF, we
are taking a great step
forward in protecting all
of our members both on
and off the job.” 

In addition, the IAFF
worked with United
Association (UA) to
evaluate the water
filtration system in the
City’s four active fire
stations. n

IAFF Sponsors Medical Testing for Flint MembersProfessional Fire Fighters Association
(APPFFA) have welcomed new locals
originally represented by other unions.

Members of the newly organized Boulder
City, NV Local 5073 requested a release
from the Teamsters last fall. “Our former
union negotiated a contract for all city
employees, so a lot of the time, issues
specific to fire fighters were not addressed,”
says Justin Cli, president of Local 5073.
“Now, we are getting great assistance
negotiating a new contract.” 

In New Brunswick, newly formed
Miramichi Local 5087 le the Canadian
Union for Public Employees (CUPE) to
join the IAFF. APPFFA President Glenn
Sullivan and 15th District Vice President
Dave Burry are helping with the transition.

“When we organized, we had a basket full
of issues,” says Local 5087 President Frank
Roche. “Not only are we woefully
understaffed, we’re below already thin
staffing levels. e APPFFA is helping us
with a plan to add more fire fighters to
bring us up to standard safe staffing levels.”

Regardless of the issue or need, these local
leaders all say belonging to their state or
provincial affiliate has been invaluable.
“ey understand the issues and provide
expert assistance,” says Roche. n 



Fourteen years ago, the IAFF developed a
for-profit corporation that has one
shareholder…the IAFF. 

Over the years, the IAFF-FC
has built a variety of financial
and insurance programs,
including the FrontLine
Deferred Compensation
Program — administered
by Nationwide — which
has grown from zero assets
in 2003 to more than $4
billion in 2016. 

e IAFF-FC was started with
only a $900,000 line of credit. By the

second year of operation, the IAFF-FC had
already netted a profit, and began to pay

down debt. Four years later, that debt
was retired in full. Every year since,

the IAFF-FC has returned
revenue back to the IAFF. 

Today, the IAFF-FC has
provided more than $6.5
million in contracted services
— the majority of which is

aer-tax profits, with the
remainder going towards a

12-month operating reserve fund, as
is prudent business practice.

In addition, in 2013, the IAFF-FC funded
the purchase of E-18 Media, a world-class
broadcast and production studio at IAFF
headquarters. E-18 Media is owned by the
IAFF-FC and provides services for affiliates
across both countries. 

IAFF members are no doubt inundated
with companies that want to provide
financial services. e IAFF-FC builds and
develops programs with financially strong
companies that value having professional
union fire fighters as customers and are
willing to stand by their products. e
collective business of IAFF membership

provides powerful incentive to
corporations to provide excellent service to
members. 

IAFF-FC programs include the FrontLine
Deferred Compensation program, auto and
home insurance program, home mortgage
and refinance program and a variety of
group and individual insurance options. 

See which of these programs work for
you. Visit www.iaff-fc.com.  n
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IAFF Financial Corporation Reaches $4 Billion in Assets 

Representatives from Nationwide Retirement Solutions
with Dirk Youngberg (far right) then-president of
Ogden, UT Local 1654, the first IAFF member to sign 
up for the IAFF-FC’s FrontLine Plan in 2013.

E-18 studios



Rugged. 
Comfortable. 
Ergonomic.

Get ready for a whole new experience with your SCBA.

The new Honeywell TITAN™ SCBA combines unique 

ergonomic features, high-performance materials and 

advanced electronics to provide firefighters the best 

maneuverability, safety and efficiency on the fireground. 

Try it for yourself. Request an on-site demo.  

 www.HoneywellSafety.com/TitanSCBA

© 2016 Honeywell International. All rights reserved.
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Canadian IAFF locals filled Muscular
Dystrophy Canada’s boot with more than
$1.4 million last year, money that will
help fund services and assisted living
devices for those living with
neuromuscular diseases, as well as
research and public education initiatives. 

In all, 107 Canadian IAFF locals raised
$1,413,545 in the fiscal year ending
March 31, an increase of more than
$40,000 over the previous year. 

While Canadian IAFF members are
proud of their fundraising efforts, their
success would not be possible without the
generosity of the public who reach into
their pockets to support the rooop
campouts, ladder sits, boot drives, golf
tournaments and other events. 

Edmonton, AB Local 209 was again the
top fundraising local with $143,033,
while Winnipeg Local 867 raised more
than $87,000 and Barrie, ON Local 1753
raised more than $60,000. Other
Canadian IAFF locals with big
fundraising years include Toronto, ON
Local 3888 ($56,537), St. Albert, AB
Local 2130 ($43,710), Red Deer, AB
Local 1190 ($33,642) and Fredericton,
NB Local 1053 ($33,388).

Several locals, including Sudbury, ON
Local 527, Guelph, ON Local 467,
Burnaby, BC Local 323, Township of
Langley, BC Local 4550 and Winnipeg,
MB Local 867, had their best fundraising
years to date, each raising between
$46,000 and $60,000.

Canada’s professional fire fighters have
been raising funds for Muscular

Dystrophy Canada since 1954 and are
among its largest supporters. In
November, funding from MDC
helped lead to a major discovery
about Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy
by researchers at the Ottawa Hospital,
a discovery that may lead to more
effective treatments.

For more information about
Muscular Dystrophy Canada, visit
www.muscle.ca. n

1

2 3

M.D.A. in the U.S.A.
Locals across the United States are fundraising for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association (MDA) through Fill-the-Boot campaigns and other events. IAFF
members have raised more than $558 million since 1954 to help save and improve
the lives of families fighting muscle disease.

4

Canadian Locals Raise $1.4 Million for Muscular Dystrophy Canada

1

2

3

4

1    St. Albert, AB
Local 2130

2    Lethbridge, AB
Local 237

3    Guelph, ON
Local 467

4    Winnipeg, MB
Local 867

1    Bonita Springs, FL
Local 1344

2    West Covina, CA
Local 3226

3    Houston, TX 
Local 341

4    Corpus Christi, TX
Local 936
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Celebrating 

as Partners

IAFF and 
Liberty Mutual Insurance

1 Figure refl ects average national savings for customers who switched to Liberty Mutual’s group auto and home program. Based on data collected between 9/1/12 and 8/31/13. Individual premiums and savings will vary.
2 Discounts and savings are available where state laws and regulations allow, and may vary by state. To the extent permitted by law, applicants are individually underwritten; not all applicants may qualify.
3  Applies to a covered total loss. Your car must be less than one year old, have fewer than 15,000 miles and have had no previous owner. Does not apply to leased vehicles or motorcycles. Subject to applicable 
deductible. Not available in NC or WY.  

4 Accident Forgiveness coverage is subject to terms and conditions of Liberty Mutual’s underwriting guidelines. Not available in CA and may vary by state. 
Coverage provided and underwritten by Liberty Mutual Insurance Company and its affi liates, 175 Berkeley St., Boston, MA 02116.
© 2014 Liberty Mutual Insurance 14AFF3211      2014/04

�  Auto, Home, Condo, Renters and Motorcycle coverage
�  Savings of up to $427.96 or more on auto insurance

for IAFF members1

�  2,100 sales agents in 360 local offi ces

�  Multi-Policy and Multi-Car Discounts2

�  New Car Replacement3 and Accident Forgiveness4

�  24-Hour Claims Assistance

For more information or to get a free quote call 
1-800-835-0894 or visit libertymutual.com/iaff-members.

Auto and Home Insurance for IAFF Members

Insurance for the way you live today with protection for what matters most.

e IAFF HazMat Training Licensing
Program will soon be launched to allow fire
departments and training sites to use IAFF
hazardous materials training programs to
train their own personnel — this includes
HazMat First Responder Operations and
Technician programs.

For more than 20 years, the IAFF has relied
on federal grant funding to fulfill hazmat
training needs for locals and their fire
departments. But requests for IAFF training
have increased while federal funding has
remained static. e HazMat Training
Licensing Program allows high-quality
training for sites that have continuous or
immediate training needs. Allowing affiliates
to train their own personnel will also free up
funds to help the IAFF serve more
departments in areas that have scarce and
outdated training.

To use IAFF HazMat training programs, fire
departments and training sites apply for a
license and agree to abide by the terms or the
license, which is similar to CPAT and the Fire
Ground Survival training program.  ere is
no charge to IAFF affiliates for the license;
however, a nominal annual licensing fee is
required for training sites not affiliated with the
IAFF, such as community colleges, technical
schools and state fire training academies.

Training is coordinated as a partnership
between the IAFF and the organization.

e First Responder Operations and
Technician curriculum have recently
undergone major revisions. Both programs
have been updated with the most recent
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
and Occupational Health and Safety
Association (OSHA) regulations, making
them highly desirable.  Most importantly, they
have been developed by our own IAFF affiliate
subject matter experts and HazMat instructors.

In addition, as a recognized major fire
fighter training certification agency, the IAFF
is accredited by the Pro Board Fire Service

Professional Qualifications System (Pro
Board) and provides certification at both the
First Responder Operations and Technician
level. Each training certificate issued has both
the IAFF and Pro Board seals as well as
unique identifiers that encourage reciprocity
should a student need to take their knowledge
and skills to another jurisdiction.

For more information about the licensing
agreement, email jlgrimes@iaff.org. To learn
about how the IAFF can help you apply for
federal grant funding for backfill, overtime
and other training costs, email
rbenedict@iaff.org. n

New Licensing Program Provides More HazMat Training
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e ups and downs of the investment
market make some investors nervous, but
consider this: retirement plan investors are
in it for the long term. And investors who
stay the course oen capitalize on market
movements that create the buy-at-low-price
opportunities necessary for long-term
portfolio growth. 

History shows that investment markets
have grown over time, despite short-term
fluctuations. But these fluctuations are
important. ey create buying
opportunities that can lead to profit over
time. While past performance is never a
guarantee, according to Wilshire Funds
Management, “we should expect and
welcome this type of volatility because it’s
healthy and it is oen followed by periods
of strong returns.”1

Yet, when the markets get volatile, many
investors flee to what they perceive to be
safer investments, oen sacrificing
long-term gains. Options that appear to be
less risky also tend to offer lower returns —
returns that may not keep pace with other
risks, such as inflation. e Department of
Labor calculates that what cost $10,000 in
1995 likely costs more than $15,637.53
today.2 ink about what that could mean
for your money 20 years from now. 

Rather than avoiding market swings
altogether, recognize that they happen and
prepare for them. e IAFF Financial
Corporation (IAFF-FC) FrontLine program
helps IAFF members be more confident
about their preparations. Participants have
automatic access to My Interactive
Retirement PlannerSM, a tool that allows
you to input all of your potential

retirement assets to formulate a potential
retirement income plan. e Planner can
also incorporate projected health care costs
to help provide a more realistic picture of
your retirement budget — allowing you to
understand your needs better and build an
investment strategy through the Plan to
address those needs.

Investing for retirement is all about striking
a balance between market risk and return.
e IAFF-FC FrontLine Deferred
Compensation Plan offers a broad mix of

investment options that may help you find
the balance that fits your risk tolerance. 

Nationwide has developed a series of
workshops and videos to help IAFF
members understand general principles of
retirement planning and long-term investing.
Visit FrontLinePlan.com to learn how these
tools can help you invest in the IAFF-FC
FrontLine Deferred Compensation Plan. 

For more information about weathering
market volatility or how My Interactive
Retirement Planner can help you prepare
for and live in retirement, contact your
local Nationwide representative. For more
information about the IAFF-FC FrontLine
Program, contact Rebecca Gill at (614)
435-8329 or gillr4@nationwide.com. n

Planning for Ups, Downs and the Future 

1 Stay in Your Seat and Get to Your Destination, Wilshire Funds Management
Market Insights (August 2015)

2 Inflation Calculator, U.S. Department of Labor,
http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl (accessed 09/17/2015)

Investing involves market risk, including possible loss of principal. No
investment strategy — including asset allocation and diversification — can
guarantee a profit or avoid loss. Actual results will vary depending on your
investment and market experience.

Retirement Specialists are registered representatives of Nationwide Investment
Services Corporation: Member FINRA. Nationwide representatives cannot offer
investment, tax or legal advice. Consult your own counsel before making
retirement plan decisions.

Nationwide, the Nationwide N & Eagle, Nationwide is on your side and My
Interactive Retirement Planner are service marks of Nationwide Mutual
Insurance Company. © 2016 Nationwide

NRM-14909AO-IF (04/2016)
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Like you, we’re here to respond.
Nationwide Advantage Mortgage® offers IAFF 
members, retirees and their families a home 
mortgage program that’s easy, inexpensive and 
stress-free. And we respond to your application 
or questions quickly, to help make sure you don’t 
lose out on the opportunity to buy and finance the 
home of your dreams.

When there’s a fire, people automatically call 
you. And when you need financing for a new 
home, or want to refinance your present home, 
don’t hesitate to call us.  
We are here to respond to you.

Toll-free: 888-630-9099
or go to www.iaff-fcadvantage.com

Be sure to mention o�er number 189168.

Loans offered by Nationwide Advantage Mortgage Company, 7760 Office Plaza Drive South, West Des Moines, IA 50266-2336. Nationwide Advantage Mortgage 
Company has mortgage products available in the District of Columbia and all states except NJ. Alabama as Nationwide Advantage Mortgage Company, Inc.; 
Arizona Licensed Mortgage Banker # BK-0904934; Licensed by the Department of Corporations under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act; Georgia 
Residential Mortgage Licensee #6396; Illinois Residential Mortgage Licensee #M00860, Issued by the Office of Banks and Real Estate, 310 South Michigan Ave., 
Suite 2130, Chicago, IL 60604, (312) 793-1409; Kansas Licensed Mortgage Company— License #1996-0148; Massachusetts Mortgage Company License #MC 2074; 
Mississippi Supervised Mortgage Company; Nevada Mortgage Banker, 1701 W. Charleston Blvd., Suite 210, Las Vegas, NV 89102, (702) 408-3398; Licensed by the 
New Hampshire Banking Department as Nationwide Advantage Mortgage Company, Inc.; Rhode Island Licensed Lender; Virginia State Corporation Commission—
License Number MLB-1131. Nationwide Advantage Mortgage, the Nationwide frame design, and On Your Side are federally registered service marks of Nationwide 
Mutual Insurance Company.

Burn survivors and their families from
across Canada have a beautiful new place to
stay when receiving care at Vancouver
hospitals, thanks to the British Columbia
Professional Fire Fighters Association
(BCPFFA) and its members.

e BCPFFA’s new $13.8-million Burn
Fund Centre officially opened March 19,
and welcomed its first families in April. 

e state-of-the-art building provides
eight short-term furnished suites for burn
patients and their
families. e Centre
also features
family-friendly
common areas, a
children’s play
area, kitchen,
laundry facilities,
computer
stations, a
healing garden
and other
amenities.

“is project
was a labour of
love for the
BCPFFA and its

members clear across this province,” says
President of the BCPFFA and the BC
Professional Fire Fighters Burn Fund
Michael Hurley. 

All 52 of the province’s IAFF affiliates —
as well as Whitehorse, YK Local 2217,
which belongs to the BCPFFA —
contributed to the project. Land for the
Burn Fund Centre was donated by the City
of Vancouver and other funding came from
the government and private donors.

BCPFFA affiliates directly contributed $1.5
million through a payroll deduction and
fundraisers, including the Bright Nights
event, a beloved annual tradition for fire
fighters who decorate trees in Vancouver’s
Stanley Park with more than 3 million
twinkling Christmas lights from November
through January, transforming the park into
a dazzling winter wonderland and drawing
hundreds of thousands of visitors.

e Centre fills a vital need for burn
patients and their families. A burn survivor’s
hospital stay is at least a month, creating a
need for short-term accommodation for

their families. Accommodations are also
needed during outpatient care, which can
be on and off for up two years. 

“We’re extremely proud of this Centre
and look forward to seeing the difference
it will make in the lives of burn survivors
and their families,” Hurley says.

For more information visit
www.burnfund.org. n

Burn Centre Is Labour of Love for British Columbia Members

BCPFFA President Mike Hurley (center) joined
Vancouver Mayor Gregor Robertson (second from left)
and other officials at the opening of the British
Columbia Professional Fire Fighters Burn Fund Centre
on March 19.
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Throughout his travels on behalf of the IAFF and its affiliates,   
General President Harold Schaitberger visits firehouses and union halls and attends other state and provincial events  

On the Road WITH THE GENERAL PRESIDENT

General President Schaitberger, along with 9th District Vice President Ray Rayne and
Oregon State Fire Fighters Council President Kelly Bach, stopped at Fire Station 53 in
Tualatin Valley to visit Local 1660 President Rocky Hanes and his members.

President Schaitberger was greeted
by San Jose Local 230 President

Sean Kaldor and Local 230 members
at Fire Station 30, where he rode

along on a call.   

Bessemer Local 980 Ronald Moorehead and his members broke bread with President Schaitberger when he joined the crew at Fire Station 1 for lunch.

President Schaitberger and IAFF 5th District Vice
President Tom Thornberg were welcomed to Fire

Station 1 by Cloquet, MN Local 880 President
James Bjorklund and several Minnesota members.

Fort Smith, AR Local 33 President Darrell Clark, his executive board
and members met with President Schaitberger at Fire Station 1.
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ALABAMA L0454 Gadsden—thomas latronico, L1288
Homewood—jason hallman, Paul jordan, L1833
Huntsville—steve holman, David Palmer, herbert stewart,
L2152 Attalla—lee mcClain, buddy Patterson
ALBERTA L0209 Edmonton Fire Fighters Union—john
amerongen, Kenneth antoniuk, Patricia beare, Dave berg,
mike biloshyski, norm borle, David broomfield, harry bruner,
Daniel Carmichael, mike Cashaback, Dougald Clark, bill Coles,
W.r. (Dick) Douglas, Dennis Fenske, metro gereluk, g. j.
(gary) goebel, jerry goebel, Dale henry, Dwight heslep,
graeme hubbick, robert hunka, john jardine, ian langridge,
james loosemore, Dwight maurer, Dale mclean, ernest
mock, art rattray, bill reid, Dennis robertson, Ken rosychuk,
Paul rymes, Dan sutherland, alf tomlinson, horst Weinert, tom
White, L0237 Lethbridge—rene may, L0255
Calgary—robert Clark, john eloschuk, robert engel, steven
Ferguson, L0263 Medicine Hat—mike hallas, L4819
Cochrane Fire Fighters Association—Doug French
ARIZONA L0479 Tucson—Darrell alexander, todd bidegain,
Will brooks, Dale brown, ronald Catlin, Wayne Cummings,
mark Daily, richard Felix, joseph Figueroa, Paul Ford, richard
gebben, anthony gonzales, richard greene, james hale,
Kenneth hansen, Wade harper, steve huber, richard johnson,
john Kati, Daren lakosky, michael macias, Carl mare, tom
matthew, Phillip morgan, bradley olson, Douglas Poage,
Kenneth ramsden, rodolfo rivera, michael rodriguez, robert
rodriguez, james ross, ernesto sanchez, Carl schultz,
Douglas seeger, michael smith, randall summers, roger
tamietti, randall tinnin, roberto torres, W. Dennis Vaughan,
mark Wallace, mark Wilsey, roger Wright, Dianne Wygal,
james Zimmer, L0493 Phoenix—Fred andes, troy arthur,
brian beck, Patrick Carlisle, edwin Chamberlain, David Delisa,
joseph Ducote, Kevin Dumais, Paul Flick, james gang, ricky
garner, tom gulliver, Dwayne hawkins, theodore hernandez,
bruce holzgrafe, robert ince, ron jamison, thomas Kiefer,
raphael King, Doug Kulpins, Walter loerzel, joseph lutch,
robert matthews, Kirby mayberry, marika mcCue, Dean
murphy, Patrick nance, William nelson, sandy novelli, Kent
ofstie, Dean Pedrotti, lamonte Perea, richard Perrott, brent
Phillips, Kirk redfern, jamie reiman, Valero sandoval, alfonso
silva, justin smith, john teefy, gary tigges, geoffrey Whitaker,
steve Williams, L1234 Yuma—manuel Felix, mark Kuettel,
bret Van Fleet, L1505 Flagstaff—michael apodaca, terry
barnes, Paul beitler, grant bradley, mike gillespie, mark
johnson, terri Perry, bill stoddard, steve Winiecki, L2260
Mesa—Patrick Couden, jeff Flocken, Dave mcrae, barry
smart, stephen Wood, eugene Zuffranieri, L2273
Globe—Dennis Fraze, alfred gameros, L3504 United Pima
Fire Fighters—joseph bojarski, mark Fiems, L3878 United
Maricopa County Fire Fighters Association—steven boyer,
brian murray, L4125 Green Valley—e. gregory hernandez,
melissa smith, mark stonestreet, L4191 United Professional
Fire Fighters Of Kingman—jeff Campbell, Chris Kimrey,
David Patriquin, L4217 White Mountain—Dane stephens,
Corey Valichnac
ARKANSAS L0014 Pine Bluff Fire Fighters
Association—ricky beatty, ernest Demmings, scott moore,
steve robinson, tellis rushing, L0879 Hot Springs—Cole
moore, L2765 Benton—michael johnson, L2855 Siloam
Springs—byron Warren, L3007 Springdale—Wendell
smith, L3718 Jonesboro—Craig Davenport, steven Wright,
L4016 Conway—ronnie Daves, james Duvall, Fritz Wunstel
BRITISH COLUMBIA L0018 Vancouver—David boufford,
john Donaldson, robert Dubbert, bart gould, Kevin haftner,
ted Kadagies, David laberge, Cary macDonald, David miller,
randy minton, L0296 North Vancouver—Paul johnson,
David merrill, L0559 Prince Rupert—richard roemer, L0730
Victoria—Paul Kowalyk, L0967 Saanich—Derrik ash,
L1271 Surrey—reginald bonn, bruce morrison, thomas
rupert, L1286 Richmond—Wilhelmus (bill) mulder, L1525
West Vancouver—geoffrey graham, William letham, Dan
Pavich, David ruckle, L1763 Delta Firefighters—alan
hebenton, Peter Popovich, L2864 Abbotsford Fire Fighters
Association—richard horch, stanley jansen, L4264

Esquimalt—eli mavrikos
CALIFORNIA F0033 San Diego—john bates, michael
Chavarria, William Cline, lawrence Flinton, anda janik, F0053
Edwards Air Force Base—Daniel scheller, F0166
Monterey—William Kaelin, steven nabor, L0055 Oakland,
Alameda County and Emeryville—Daniel benfield, robert
bodnar, michael Caracappa, michael Donner, robert Durante,
Charles glass, brian graham, Darin guardanapo, robert
hopken, aaron montes, ernie morua, robin Payne, steve Perry,
tim Petersen, ronald schmidt, William smith, Charles Walker,

raymond White, L0112 Los Angeles City—Daniel Delgadillo,
mark Flot, amador Fraire, Christopher hare, james harkins,
brian holtfreter, Keith johnson, stephen leaf, bradford
lenhoff, David liske, tony marino, mark martinez, anthony
morales, myron moss, lisa nerkowski, ricardo reyes, steve
schrobsdorf, scott steffes, linda ullum, steven Wieser, Donald
Witty, L0188 Richmond—angel bobo, richard thoming,
L0230 San Jose—richard bailey, george guerrero, robert
leonard, Patrick noon, anthony rangel, joseph reich, richard
seal, L0246 Bakersfield—james adams, mark angello,
richard borjon, scott Casavant, bill Childress, Craig Crawford,
stuart Darling, ron Darrow, steve Dietz, mike Finley, jim gay,
john hardisty, shawn jallo, albert johnson, michael johnson,
tim luken, tim lynch, terry lyons, William macauley, mark
maxwell, robert melton, garth milam, terry moffatt, jerry
moffatt, aaron moore, michael murphy, alan neumann,
apolinar nunez, Pat Papasergia, Cameron Paulden, bryan
Perry, Patrick Ponec, jim Powell, robert rapp, bob roberts,
Dennis roe, jim scritchfield, ben shafer, george snider, Kirk

IAFF Retirees
A Salute to Dedication, Service and Courage

In the world of emergency operations, conditions change. So does the 
knowledge needed to respond effectively. American Military University 

(AMU) is proud to host a series of free, 1-hour webinars for responders and 
emergency managers, covering these and other essential topics: 

• Family Assistance

• Fire Apparatus Safety

• Active Shooter Situations

• Chemical, Biological, Nuclear, Radiological,  
and/or Explosive (CBNRE)

• Firefighter Injury Research and Safety Trends (FIRST)

Webinar attendees may receive a 5% tuition grant for degree and certificate 
courses at AMU.

REGISTER FOR THE WEBINAR SERIES TODAY AT  
WWW.INPUBLICSAFETY.COM/WEBINAR

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT CUSTOMIZED TRAINING TO MEET YOUR 
NEEDS, CONTACT ANTHONY MANGERI AT AMANGERI@APUS.EDU. 

EMERGENCY 
SERVICES WEBINAR 

SERIES 2016
KNOWLEDGE WHEN YOU NEED TO RESPOND

AMU is part of the accredited American Public University System and certified to 
operate by SCHEV.
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thomas, roger tilford, steven tingley, L0372 Long
Beach—barbara behm, David Cato, mark Churchward,
Clarke Farrow, george gjersvold, steven gmur, bradley
hartwell, james Kang, Christopher manning, antonio martinez,
john neill, Denise root, L0456 Stockton—james redden,
L0522 Sacramento—larry albaugh, jason Cornell, michael
Daw, soames Funakoshi, anthony hargett, jeffrey harris,
robert humphrey, Casey Keller, Christopher Kenton, Charles
means, Devin munz, lloyd ogan, michael slaight, brian
swindler, David tambor, joseph thomas, L0652 Humboldt
Bay Professional Fire Fighters—mike bakke, Pj lynch,
L0753 Fresno—james Carden, L0776 Glendale—alan
Dearden, steve haleen, john Kearns, brian richey, mark
thomas, L0809 Pasadena—ron espinoza, L0891 San
Bernardino City Professional Fire Fighters—rolf lindblom,
robert mcClelland, L0935 San Bernardino County—jerry
Devine, gary mcCord, L1014 Los Angeles County Fire
Fighters—jon baker, Clifton brown, mitchell brown, luke
Claus, Daniel ertel, lashaun gould-haywood, richard loken,
edgar loney, lincoln lucero, eric mcKellar, gunnar nelson,
todd schmitz, steven shook, timothy shubin, Donald tollefson,

L1165 Santa Clara County—William Ferguson, Dennis
johnsen, sam liu, Keith Wigley, L1227 Berkeley—mark
Caldwell, Karen Parroff, L1230 Contra Costa County—jarl
grunseth, thomas mcCullagh, Peter Wells, L1301 Kern
County—brent moon, john silliman, benny Wofford, L1364
Ventura County—allan mandell, Kevin miller, Catherine
schureman, L1430 Ontario—mitchell graham, michael
heenan, todd holtkamp, allen johnson, L1479 Merced
City—tom mccall, Craig mcgowen, Don staiger, L1507
South San Francisco—art mosqueda, Karl sonneberger,
L1684 Oxnard—David moon, alberto rivera, L1689
Fremont—michael gisslow, ronald mcCormick, thomas
mulvihill, michael Pelley, Donald schwartz, L1775 Marin
Professional Fire Fighters—bret burger, mike giannini, Paul
hager, richard hamilton, Don Keylon, Dave lambert, Dave
shubin, L1927 Culver City—William young, L2005 Garden
Grove—mike mellem, richard rounds, L2020 Santa Maria
City Fire Fighters—mark Cole, Carlos rollon, L2046 Santa
Barbara County—bruce Campbell, Patrick joyner, David
milner, michael Patarak, russell sechler, L2274 Rancho
Cucamonga—thomas o’brien, L2384 Orange City—bill

lawson, brian Wroblewski, L2400 San Mateo
County—adrian anderson, steven balestrieri, jeffrey barile,
mike grady, matthew gruwell, Chuck Papangellin, steve
slaughter, thomas smith, L2787 Redondo Beach—steven
nothern, L2881 Cal Fire Local 2881—gary abel, edwin
augenfeld, joe barraza, brian barrett, mark blohm, randy
borges, David boyce, seth burt, evan Carlos, Kurt Chamberlin,
ray Chaney, julie Cooley, andrew Cope, samuel Davis,
Cameron Day, mike Deme, jeff Downing, jose esparza,
thomas Farber, henry Flores, john Francois, alfred gomez,
george gradias, alex gregg, elizabeth groom, Dennis
gutgesell, sumery hartley, anna hernandez, eric hoffmann,
rick howard, matthew jauregui, james jay, Keith larkin,
matthew lee, Philip linzalone, jeff lowe, William mac adam,
allison mcadams, Ken mcCarty, edward medina, thomas
oldag, redhawk Pallesen, David Parker, Christopher Paulus, F.
e. Podesta, roxanne Provaznik, Darin Quigley, john
richardson, jerry rodman, benjamin rosales, barry rudolph,
William sannar, bradley smith, Don tashima, michael teslar,
Charles thomas, stephen thomas, Phillip Veneris, mike Villa,
tim Wilcox, james Wilson, brian youngblood, L2899 Anaheim
Fire Fighters Association—Don ball, Paul lagace, thomas
Wills, L3051 Bodega Bay and Russian River Professional
Fire Fighters—todd rollings, L3226 West Covina—marco
arredondo, Paul guy, L3354 Huntington Beach—brian
gerardi, gary riley, ronald thompson, rene Voss, L3399
Stanislaus Consolidated Fire Fighters—Frank andrews,
richard ardis, rick bussell, ronald Cripe, thomas Debartoli,
David gisler, shane hawkins, james hodge, rick Knee, james
mcmenimen, matthew severson, john smith, L3473 Downey
Firemen’s Association—thomas Danieri, L3593 Sonoma
Valley Professional Fire Fighters—mike bruno, roger
Wheeler, L3605 P.F.F.A. Of Santa Cruz County—robert
baker, steve Walsh, L3624 La Verne—David Castanon,
L3631 Orange County Professional Fire Fighters
Association—Dale hayes, matthew holke, mark sturdivant,
L3725 Morro Bay Fire Fighters Association—jeff olson,
L3730 Carlsbad—Vince maniscalco, L3809 South
Placer—Patrick ellingford, richard Kleefeld, L3925
Manhattan Beach Fire Fighters Association—larry
randall, L4115 Lake County—anthony Velasquez, L4665
Dixon Professional Fire Fighters Association—Vance
mason, L4742 Apple Valley Professional Fire Fighters
Association—Kenny sanders, L4920 UC Davis
Firefighters—shawn Cullen
COLORADO L0005 Colorado Springs—leslie Chapel,
L0858 Denver—seth Davis, L0888 Greeley—rick
hinchcliffe, L0900 Boulder—tiloi lolotai, L2086
Littleton—randall glanville, jay ruoff, L3027
Cunningham—thomas meigel, brad mulder, L4502 Pikes
Peak Professional Fire Fighters—David geiger, L4845
Windsor Severance Fire Fighters—Kerry Koppes
CONNECTICUT L0786 Stamford Professional Fire
Fighters Association—bruce brereton, john sierra, L0892
Norwich—lawrence balsley, joseph hebert, bradley Keltonic,
leon martin, Douglas smith, L0944 Milford—scott moran,
L0992 New Britain—Craig anderson, L0998
Stratford—john Conway, lance edwards, Craig jones, mark
Krassner, brian ruskin, L1148 Meriden—Charles Peach,
mark stefanski, L1198 West Haven—William bruneau,
gregory liggins, Keith Posner, Kenneth Prisco, sean Weir,
L1219 Naugatuck—Vincent healy, sean reilly, L1339
Waterbury—ellis rogers, L1522 New London—richard
burgess, joseph hancock, michael Passero, Kaim rosado,
L1567 Torrington—richard Prince, L3103
Farmington—gary Petersen, L4177 Guilford—leonard
benigno
DELAWARE L1590 Wilmington—Christopher murtha
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA L0036 Washington—Kevin
adams, Donald barber, robert ellerbe, anthony Fields, Darryl
lloyd, russell maffay, William Piedrahita, seth sackey, james
seavey, john thornton
FLORIDA L0122 Jacksonville Association Of Fire
Fighters—Cornell george, Cecil hoskins, stanley Kornegay,
scott Kumm, ivan mote, mark schueiber, miranda tator,
matthew tator, george Williams, L0727 West Palm Beach
Association Of Fire Fighters—scott Dozer, ronald Ferguson,
brian joy, russell lloyd, L0754 Tampa—matthew rametta,
gregory stanley, L0765 Fort Lauderdale—aaron larsen,
sandra michaud-Damasio, Walter schrubb, bradley Whidden,
L1102 Hialeah Association Of Fire Fighters—robert
alvarez, james bates, steven Dammann, randall De la Vega,
james Figueroa, enrique garcia-menocal, lazaro guerra, luis
izquierdo, David leibowitz, luis lopez, michael mcCloskey,
Dean Parkerson, alberto Proenza, howie smith, margarita
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umana-gonzalez, L1158 Clearwater Fire Fighters
Association—james Dalrymple, brad golomb, jim schaus,
L1210 Coral Gables Professional Fire Fighters
Association—guy gooch, gregg Webber, L1365 Orlando
Professional Fire Fighters—jeffrey bailey, bret barker,
raymond bielfelt, lawrence earley, traci Farina, Daniel
Fleming, scott gawler, glenn gerhard, james griner, Donald
guillette, james horn, Pasquale hughes, bradley jones,
michael mcgauley, leon Poke, jeffrey Ponds, ronald
raymond, Donnie rife, jeffrey roe, michelle rogers, Diana
savallisch, Kenneth shontz, erin Va, john Williams, timothy
Wright, L1377 Professional Fire Fighters & Paramedics Of
Saint Lucie County—sidney albritton, randall blair, mike
gableman, rod Kimball, Kenneth stone, robert thomas,
William treu, L1403 Metropolitan Dade County Association
Of Fire Fighters—basil agard, john baker, jeff belabin,
maurice boley, jacqueline bruder, hugh bruder, stanley
Caldwell, al Darring, gary Del rosal, Felix Diaz, Philip Dimaria,
mickey Donn, arthur Ferland, anthony Fernandez, john
georgiades, arthur giles, maria giles, natosha gonzales, Felix
gonzalez, armando gonzalez, malachi green, roberto guerra,
lisa hart, guillermo herrera, michele huyette, Debra jackson,
David james, mark Kaminski, stephen Kilby, eileen Kimball,
anna mcCarter, george nalley, arleen nemeth, Charles
ramsey, tracey rigby-seikop, mike rilla, Frank rivera, tammi
ross, bruce sheppard, Walter tatum, hilda Wood, L1598
Winter Park Professional Fire Fighters—john ryan,
Wallace Wheaton, L1826 Southwest Florida Professional
Fire Fighters—Daniel eidem, L2057 Orange County
Professional Fire Fighters—scott Clugston, mark Krupa,
jed macmillan, Douglas Peters, Dennis tillman, stephen
Vanravenswaay, L2117 Reedy Creek Fire Fighters
Association—Kurt hilton, thomas hocking, L2157
Gainesville Professional Fire Fighters—leslie lane, orrie
mcCrea, michael sanders, mark sturks, Paul West, L2193
Pinellas Park Fire Fighters Association—richard hauser,
julie heinicka, nicholas reale, L2201 Indian River County
Fire Fighter/Paramedic—Cynthia brandt, joseph earman,
john Kurutz, ronald matheny, richard Vidal, timothy Ward,
L2294 Hillsborough County Fire Fighters—anthony
DeCaprio, joseph Frey, Daniel jones, joseph lazzara, anthony
rodriguez, michael sciuga, anthony sullivan, Kevin tinker,
L2297 North Collier Professional Fire Fighters and
Paramedics Local 2297—Charles bacon, aaron Weiny,
L2339 Tallahassee Professional Fire Fighters—richard
barineau, harold eastman, randy mcCoy, L2416 Cocoa Fire
Fighters Association—james lewis, Dennis Piper, L2424
Cape Coral Professional Fire Fighters—gregory laCoste,
james lester, hugo sorensen, matthew sudol, L2445
Professional Fire Fighters Of Titusville—brian marfitt,
L2546 Suncoast Professional Fire Fighters &
Paramedics—robert amick, steven armstrong, james
gabbert, Chris lopez, misty mcDermott, sheldon Putney,
L2820 Professional Fire Fighters Of Miramar—ronald
Deshong, edward abraira, anthony Cinilia, timothy Conboy,
michael Conlin, michael Constable, john Dilgen, ernesto
gonzalez, Wayne gordon, Frank grossinger, joseph james,
scott jordan, gary Koptak, Wesley mcCarroll, Cynthia muina,
emilie tamboe, L2980 Palm Harbor/Oldsmar Professional
Fire Fighters—john robinson, milton smith, L3080
Metro-Broward Professional Fire Fighters—anthony
esposito, john loomis, matt moore, Duane Pierce, L3101
Nassau County Fire-Rescue Professionals—William
Foures, L3284 Osceola County Professional Fire
Fighters—samuel bravo, samuel jackson, L3362 Clay
County Fire/Rescue Professionals—gary bigham, randy
brunson, Vincent garcia, ronald hughes, L3531 Polk County
Professional Fire Fighters—robert Pitman, L3582 Temple
Terrace Professional Fire Fighters—jeffrey estevez, L3852
Fire Rescue Professionals Of Alachua County—brad
anstead, iggi Dulzaides, Fredrick Findley, David lacinak,
richard rowland, steven stirrat, L4074 Manatee
County—edward Wadlinger, L4173 Lakeland—Vincent
hazelbaker, L4321 Broward County—thomas arrigo, Denis
bass, gary braynen, allison Demarco, Frederick Dresselt,
thomas Feeney, mark hightower, laurie shotwell, L4413
Professional Fire Fighters of Walton County—judith
allison, L4420 Pasco County Professional Fire
Fighters—William Day, mark ebel
GEORGIA F0107 Warner Robins Air Force Base—rusty
adams, Donald Dufner, L1492 Dekalb County—Denise
Duncan, martin greene, L3348 Hall County—Darrin
Whitmire, L3357 Augusta-Richmond County Fire Fighters
Association—lenston harris, L3920 Fulton Professional
Fire Fighters—richard Dollar, billie green

HAWAII F0263 Federal Fire Fighters Of Hawaii—john
harvell, randall mamalias, L1463 Hawaiian Islands—ryan
ayakawa, john blalock, harold Caravalho, ronald hashimoto,
john Kino, Kim rogge, burgess ross
IDAHO L0149 Boise—andy jackson, anthony lloyd, L0804
Nampa—Kirk Carpenter, brad nielsen, L1556 Twin
Falls—robert Wade, L1565 Idaho Falls—Ken anderson,
Curtis Clark, terry Kofoed, scott long, Dan stowell, L4626
Middleton Fire Fighters—john Filler
ILLINOIS L0002 Chicago—Curt annis, gary aye, Wesley
bailey, shelby beckley, steven bedore, robert benedick, mark
benson, Patrick burns, john Chickerillo, leonard Christensen,
edward Cinkues, ronald Clark, anthony Cook, michael Creed,
raymond Cullar, michael Czerwionka, michael Davis, gerald
gallagher, thomas geschrey, edward gill, john gleason,
richard gustafson, michael hall, arthur hamill, Wayne hankins,
anthony Karp, michael lobianco, roberto lopez, manuel
lopez, Vincent lozano, joseph martinez, ricky matthews, Dale
miller, gary moore, margaret murphy, marvin nolden, alberto
nunez, eamonn o’Connell, robert ortiz, steven Parlick, joseph
Parra, bruce Peace, raymond Presbitero, joseph Quinn,
mattie rawski, brian reese, Patrick ryan, john scannell,
Dennis scates, steven schulz, roberta shanahan, Paul
shodean, Frank smagclz, steven smith, Valeriea smith,
Charles spizzirri, Kevin stawiarski, William steiner, alphonso
thomas, steve thompson-bey, hector torres, robert twardak,
gary Van Deven, Denise Wade, thomas Wagner, michael
Wiczus, reginald Williams, stanley Wozniak, Dock yancey, alan
Zaja, L0037 Springfield—Dennis Vandermeerseh, L0049
Bloomington—lester siron, michael Walsh, L0050
Peoria—anthony Curtis, William gangloff, j. Daniel mcgann,
mark morrow, matthew Price, Kent tomblin, L0053
Belleville—robert Parks, L0095 Oak Park—thomas
blecha, bruce Watt, mark Wiese, L0099 Aurora—john
jackson, randy rieckert, robert Warren, L0413
Rockford—mindy Kuehne, L0506 Berwyn—Paul gardner,
stephen Petergal, L0513 Kewanee—terry jones, L0524
Pekin—randy barth, rodney scovil, L0555
Galesburg—mark lusk, L0691 Mattoon—randy myers,
L0711 Chicago Heights—brian Kowalski, robert la tour,
jason Przenieslo, L0717 Cicero—gary gonzalez, L0742
Evanston—David arrequin, L0929 East Moline—anthony
lieving, L1255 Alton—Christopher West, thomas Whitmore,
L1898 Lake Forest Professional Fire Fighters—Kenneth
haglund, robert henderson, L2077 Winnetka—james
minogue, L2178 Fire Fighters Association of Morton
Grove—larry brandt, steven Kunzie, L2254
Harrisburg—Donald Wall, L3033 Skokie—Kirk schulz,
L3042 Murphysboro—richard martin, L3074
Alsip—William Cortese, L3098 Chicago Ridge—al Krupa,
L3165 Tri-State—edward gergits, L3234 Downers
Grove—jackie johnson, William joy, L3452 Hanover
Park—Dean Deldin, L3541 Elmhurst—eric hedman, L3598
Gurnee—William burkhart, larry sobczak, jim Wilson, L3709
Lansing—marise Caruso, L3764 Palatine Rural—jeffrey
Wynn, L3966 Lemont Professional Fire Fighters
Union—jack bright, arthur guzman, Fred heller, michael
lawrence, jerry smollen, L4092 Schaumburg—steve
Covello, L4210 Norwood Park—Paul striedl, L4588
Palatine Fire Fighters—Clyde schmelzer, L4876 Wauconda
Professional Fire Fighters—theodore Weglarek
INDIANA L0357 Evansville—robert alexander, richard
Dorsey, gregory russell, brian stark, henry Willingham, L0359
Gary—louis adkins, gregory alberts, timothy barron, maurice
Kelly, sandra mcguire, tarik Pompey, Kevin Powell, Darren
smith, john springer, David thomas, L0362 South Bend—j.
ben noell, L0416 Indianapolis—andrew borton, steven
Callis, james Conger, mark Delong, Denny Dresch, Kevin
Fahey, sean Ferbrache, michael hawley, john Piper, L0475
Michigan City—matt schooley, L0556 Hammond—scott
rakos, David Zuffa, L0728 Bedford—mike beedie, L1124
Valparaiso—Dan burge, teresa rose, L1262
Anderson—joseph jackson, jon smith, Keith steiner, L1408
Richmond—timothy Parrott, L1722 New Castle—bobby
Wallen, L2008 Shelbyville—Dyan Current, L2190
Columbus—Dana Parks, L2897 Evansville-Vanderburgh
Airport Fire Fighters—billy Carroll, L3087 Linton—Kent
Wall, L3151 Portage—richard gilliland, L4406 Hendricks
County Professional Fire Fighters—emily marchand,
L4416 Hamilton County Professional Fire Fighters
Union—nicholas Kirck
IOWA L0004 Des Moines—jennifer Voegtlin, greg Voegtlin,
L0007 Sioux City—Kelly hansen, shane reed, L0017
Davenport—scott bowman, L0066 Waterloo—jeff ruehs,
C. D. smock, jeffrey Wood, L0636 Oskaloosa—scott

howard, L2607 Cedar Rapids Airport—rick gilliland, L3586
West Des Moines—William Post
KANSAS L0064 Kansas City—james befort, Philip
billington, timothy Cavlovic, richard Christy, joseph Downs,
joseph Korosac, richard lumley, luis madrigal, bradley
myhand, David orel, rick orndorff, john rogoza, William roy,
Douglas trowbridge, joseph Warczakoski, mark Williams,
michael Wilson, L0083 Topeka—john aguilar, Frederick
eigenman, Kent Farr, martin gray, gerard Vera, L0135
Wichita—steven Freeman, Warren King, michael mcKernan,
L0818 Emporia—rex Fisher, L1371 Johnson County Fire
Districts 2 & 3—Chris Wagers, L2542 Olathe Professional
Fire Fighters—David Diehl, bradley henson, L2612
Sedgwick County—brett Pennington, David Pote, james
tiffany, Carl Warren, t. r. Willig, L4885 Professional
Paramedics of Johnson County—michelle berndt, robert
Verheaghe
KENTUCKY L0345 Louisville—William bishop, richard
haines, brian hume, Karen lane, michael riggs, Patrick
riordan, L0526 Lexington—Daniel bellot, mark brown, jeff
Carpenter, james Connelly, leon higgins, mark layton, joe
lusby, hobert Parsons, William saunooke, james Wells,
richard Williams, L0870 Owensboro—jackie bartlett, L1017
Frankfort Professional Fire Fighters—james urquhart,
gene Wilburn, L3241 Mayfield—randy henson, L3945
Independence Professional Fire Fighters—jeff armstrong,
L3972 Jefferson County—Darryl rhodes, L4215 Scott
County Professional Fire Fighters—Daniel sedgwick
LOUISIANA L0514 Shreveport—tommy ashton, michael
Cook, Kerry Foster, michael hayes, louis johnson, bernard
Piro, Kathy rushworth, brad smith, Paul stephenson, L0561
Lake Charles—michael hebert, roland maddox, L0632 New
Orleans—gerard aitken, edward jupiter, Darryl Klumpp,
Dennis meyers
MAINE F0123 Portsmouth Shipyard—David Funk, richard
marr, L0740 Portland—edward Dickhaut, Kevin henry,
stephen marean, heather nickerson, William nowicki, james
randall, james richards, L0772 Bangor—alan england,
allen Fournier, jeffrey hodge, L0785 Lewiston—stephen
beaudin, L1476 South Portland—john Dyer, L1650
Augusta—Craig marshall, L3107 Biddeford—alan Plourde,
timothy robinson, L4095 Gorham/Windham—stephen
rines
MANITOBA L0867 Winnipeg—s. D. heckford, brian
mcPhee, michael mikulik, Ken Walker, Dennis Wiwcharyk
MARYLAND F0121 National Capital Professional Federal
Fire Fighters—gregory russell, F0267 Aberdeen Proving
Ground—russell towson, harold travers, F0281
Professional Fire Fighters Of Fort Meade—michael
matthews, L0734 Baltimore—troy barnes, robert Candler,
ronald Coleman, michael Dodson, george geyer, Frank march,
norman rogers, Clarence Watford, L1311 Baltimore
County—Franklin Penn, L1563 Anne Arundel
County—albert bartlinski, gregory borders, Kenneth burton,
ronald Fleischmann, mark hannon, Phillip Klima, alexander
makris, john mitlacher, jerome ross, hugh strennen, reinhold
strobel, David Wroten, L1619 Prince George’s
County—Phyllis thompkins, L1664 Montgomery
County—Kevin benns, john bentley, joseph Dingle, stephen
edney, james gross, lisle hainline, malcolm hayes, gerald
hrenko, michael liptak, andre lynch, adam Pegler, Donald
simmons, evers trice, L1715 Cumberland—michael Kerns,
richard twigg, al Ward, L2000 Howard County—Kimberly
haynes, john Poole, L3666 Frederick County—michael
Crawford, Dennis Fortney, Charles morris
MASSACHUSETTS L0030 Cambridge—Daniel harrington,
thomas Kotowski, john Kotowski, robert mahoney, Francis
o’grady, L0076 Somerville—thomas lopez, james nolan,
L0108 Northampton—mark mcCormick, L0143
Everett—john maguire, L0146 Lawrence—Francis
skusevich, L0172 Salem—Paul Cranney, William Francis,
Paul Phillips, L0718 Boston—robert Crawford, joseph Duffy,
Paul Fountaine, leo graham, Charles Khoury, eric logan,
james mcKittrick, Paul murphy, joseph roach, Frank rossi,
Kenneth Veiga, michael Walsh, robert Wong, L0739
Lynn—john barry, timothy lawrence, michael mcnulty,
Darrell murkison, arnold Wong, L0841 New Bedford—David
aguiar, Paul hancock, steven lima, michael surprenant,
L0853 Lowell—Dennis baribeault, john Dubey, lawrence
Finn, russell Fissette, john mulligan, james Plunkett, tony
rivera, george rowe, L0866 Waltham—stephen Doe,
joseph nelson, L0950 Brookline—joseph bullard, thomas
Fay, richard langdon, L0971 Woburn—michael reilly,
L1003 Saugus—stephen johnson, jeffrey moses, arthur
sinclair, L1009 Worcester—james bombard, john Connor,
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David elliott, David rynearson, L1011 Haverhill—james
lemieux, thomas montibello, L1297 Arlington—stephen
Pickett, L1347 Watertown—russell Wiltshire, L1370
Wilmington—john brown, Kenneth gray, Daniel hurley, gary
robichaud, L1464 Scituate—David egan, L1491
Lexington—robert Cunha, joseph Foley, L1564
Winchester—barry mcnutt, L1617 Melrose—mark hall,
james Winslow, L1706 Needham—joseph tierney, L1710
Chicopee—David brown, Daniel garrity, richard loughman,
L1713 Hudson—David Duplisea, judy rice, L1735
Dedham—james Finneran, L1802 Westport—steven lopes,
glenn mackillop, L1839 Chelmsford—Cynthia leczynski,
L1841 Leominster—Donald Preville, L1876
Easthampton—Kyle Plantier, L1904 Acton Professional Fire
Fighters—michael lyons, robert sabourin, L1942
Concord—Francis loynd, owen neville, L2043
Marblehead—Frank monahan, michael Porter, L2080
Abington—michael Driscoll, L2122 Yarmouth—michael
Caruso, steven Falletti, Paul holmquist, robert Kittila, jerry
mossey, Charles talbott, george Watson, L2124
Harwich—michael mason, L2167 Duxbury—David beers,
L2196 Sandwich—lee burrill, richard lizotte, L2215
Gardner—Charles boris, steven Couture, L2252
Foxborough—alan Cummings, L2579 Wrentham
Permanent—michael heinz, L2583 Dennis—richard
Farrenkopf, robert murphy, timothy tobin, robert tucker, L2647
Pittsfield—joseph Carchedi, steven huska, L4694 Salisbury
Fire Fighters—Kenneth trofatter, S0002 Massachusetts Port
Authority Fire Fighters—andrea Coursey
MICHIGAN L0102 Saginaw—steve Filary, jeffrey starling,
L0116 Bay City—michael broecker, L0344 Detroit—jaime
aguilar, richard belloni, William beningo, joseph bolus, emile
boyer, Dwayne Cobb, raymond hall, james houseworth, Kevin
Kennedy, Douglas lyon, William marshall, john masta, scott
tederington, ignacio thomas, L0352 Flint—terry bishop,
shawn borowicz, trent Farnsworth, jesse morgan, bruce
richardson, L0366 Grand Rapids—Denis hatt, jeffrey madura,
Daniel overbeek, Kevin sehlmeyer, timmy szotko, L0421
Lansing—William oberst, L0517 River Rouge—anthony
johnson, L0643 Marquette—steven hodgins, Dan lancour,
L0693 Ann Arbor—Kevin Cook, robert ruppel, L0838 Mount
Clemens—mark Percefull, L0911 Birmingham—john
Kobylas, robert yenkel, L1164 Livonia—scott graham, jon
unruh, L1306 Summit/Jackson Professional Fire Fighters
Union—agustin rodriguez, L1315 Midland—lyle beyerlein,
john Day, gregory grobbel, steve makowski, ronald shaffer,
L1335 Waterford Township—scott Carter, tom Cox, marv
epperson, robert hampton, jeff jones, john Pote, greg Quick,
mark ross, mark schlegel, Curt thompson, leon Warden, bruce
Whiteside, L1383 Warren—robert Zwierzelewski, L1467
Portage—gary bragg, scott Dean, james madison, L1562
Benton Township—russell Perry, L1609 East
Lansing—William bailey, Pete Counseller, L1614
Roseville—joel Wyatt, L1830 Ypsilanti Township—jeffrey
anderson, michael Colter, L2352 Fruitport—Kenneth Doctor,
L2559 Norton Shores—Donald medema, L2629
Independence Township—richard minard
MINNESOTTA L0021 Saint Paul—Fred babekuhl, harley
Currier, michael Domagall, sara Petersen, Kenneth schramm,
michael selander, randy Villavreal, L0082 Minneapolis—Perry
ebner, loren hillesheim, maximo san roman, L0724 South
Metro Fire Fighters Association—Kyle Kucin, L1712 Saint
Cloud—jon asplund
MISSISSIPPI L0207 Laurel—William Caldwell, L2858
Southaven—bryan brown, Charles lafayette, L4615 McComb
Fire Fighters Association—jimmy brown, robert Whittington
MONTANA L0008 Great Falls—andrew bailey, george Cook,
shane Klippenes, Charles rovreit, L0271 Missoula—brad roe,
L613 Bozeman Fire Fighters Association—jeb Fischer
MISSOURI L0042 Kansas City—Dennis barrett, Kurt
breininger, therese brown, timothy buffington, Patrick
Dujakovich, Curtis edwards, robert hicks, larry joiner, bruce
jonas, teresa Kanabel, Patrick mcmahon, mark mesh, jonathon
messick, steven miller, bryan townsend, michael trader, alan
Williams, L0059 Joplin—john Cory, L0073 Fire and EMS
Professionals of Saint Louis, Missouri—bernard bruno,
L0781 Professional Fire Fighters of Independence—aaron
mcnabb, gary swaim, L1055 Columbia—larry Curtis, Keith
Dothage, billy hurt, loren mueller, gary thoma, L2543 Poplar
Bluff—larry stonecipher, L2665 Professional Fire Fighters of
Eastern Missouri—robert bohmie, Doug Christ, Dottie
Colombo, mike Cox, Kim ezell, blaise Felder, mark Fenton,
robert gauldin, Dale hart, Frank henrich, Daniel laws, russel
mason, Criag mathews, Chuck mcCoy, john monson, Chris
niebruegge, john rogers, Wayne sanders, Kevin seelbach, gary

smith, john stewart, steve strobl, Kristi thurman, Chris Von
gruben, Dan Wright, L3808 Kansas City Chief Officers—Kevin
Cochran, L3987 Lake Area Fire Fighters Association—eddie
nicholson 0613 Bozeman Fire Fighters Association—jeb
Fischer
NEBRASKA L0644 Lincoln—roger Chapp, William
hershberger, tim sherwood, L1015 Fremont—Doug lynch,
L3767 Papillion—jason schendt
NEVADA L0731 Reno—David Cochran, Walter Cordova,
jeremy graves, brian jewell, brian Pedro, michael york, L1908
Clark County—steven burnard, lyle Connell, lawrie Kincheloe,
ron lupton, raymond nelson, richard Prisbrey, jon sabol,
lonny Walch, robert Wilson, L2251 Carson City—james
Quilici, rodney temple, L3726 East Fork Professional Fire
Fighters—ronald haskins, robert lekemberry, L3895 Truckee
Meadows Fire Fighters Association—tim lucich
NEW BRUNSWICK L0771 Saint John—john leonard, alan
Powell, Christopher tobias
NEW HAMPSHIRE L0789 Nashua—Cynthia bautista,
richard Crowell, judith Deslauriers, thomas lingley, brian
morrissey, michael o’brien, L1045 Concord—john Dejoie,
L2915 Windham—james brown, L3154 Professional Fire
Fighters Of Hudson—David morin, L3264 Hooksett
Permanent Fire Fighters Association—Frederick Deveau,
L4104 Newington—Peter henny
NEW JERSEY F0313 Joint Base New Jersey Federal Fire
Fighters—David bahrenburg, jeffrey Danka, L0198 Atlantic
City—robert anderson, Vince granese, jonas haws, L0286
Perth Amboy—robert anderson, anthony balewitz, L0305
Irvington Professional Fire Fighters Union—robert
appleyard, michael morley, L0788 Camden—edberto mendez,
Victor torres, L1064 Jersey City Fire Officers—edward
Chmielewski, michael edmundson, Kenneth emmich, leroy
rupertus, L1860 Newark Fire Officers—raynard adams,
rafael aneses, gerard Caprio, albert Deleon, marvin Fitzpatrick,
Kevin Flanagan, michael Foy, anthony hopler, tyrone jenkins,
brian Kirkland, Daniel Kraemer, michael lubertazzi, arthur
mauriello, michael nasta, james Pisauro, michael reed, gregory
sereico, imre szigeti, Carl Wendt, L2004 Irvington—randy
Coddington, nicholas morley, gary shumlich, randy Wuest,
L2040 Elizabeth Fire Officers Association—glenn malcolm,
michael mcConlogue, robert Parry, L2657
Brigantine—thomas bordonaro, Patrick reed, L2958 North
Plainfield—jeffrey holtz, L2983 North Plainfield
PFSOA—randy sadlon, L3500 Bergen County—timothy
hetzel, scott sherman, L3874 Monmouth-Ocean—john
schoch, L3950 North Hudson—William Fischer, thomas malik,
L4408 Mount Laurel Professional Fire Fighters & EMT’s
Union—thomas Cimino, greg Collier
NEW MEXICO L0244 Albuquerque—johnny baros, David
boyd, michael brophy, jimy byrd, Paul Chavez, richard Chavez,
Cedric Dalton, armando evaro, joel Fiala, randy gallegos,
anthony gonzales, Donald gurule, raymond gutierrez, Ken
holcomb, stephen Kehrer, Philip luna, terry marshall, jason
martinez, michael mora, Kerry murphy, john murtagh, michael
romo, matthew sanchez, brian sanchez, Diana speakman,
edward torres, Charles Zamora, joseph Zamora
NEW YORK F0214 914th Tag—William orndorff, F0256
Watervliet Arsenal—michael boulerice, L0032 Utica—john
roman, scott Wojnas, L0086 Troy—jeffrey gordon, William
miller, Conrad moss, L0094 Uniformed Fire Fighters Assoc.
Of New York—thomas boyd, john Callegari, richard Catalano,
john Channell, richard Cheek, thomas Conforti, edward Conroy,
luis Cruz, john Cunniff, john Darcy, Carmine DeDonato, richard
Degroff, William Duffy, Pierre Feijoo, sean Flynn, Paul gaither,
michael horan, Kerry horan, john lazina, randy lotz, thomas
love, David lynott, Christopher mannino, jimmy martinez,
joseph mason, andrew mcCord, edward mehnert, robert
meyer, stephen mitchell, Kevin moran, jerome morrissey,
Christopher orosz, raymond ott, Christopher Paglia, raymond
Pollard, robert rametta, john rudge, michael ryan, albert
schmidt, michael shields, robert speziale, Keith thomasevich,
Kevin tracy, michael trezza, jimmy Velazquez, anthony Ventrella,
thomas Verderosa, Frank Ward, Kendall Washington, michael
Watt, L0107 Mount Vernon—john autieri, leonard laselva,
john miceli, L0274 White Plains—Douglas Withus, L0616
Dunkirk—edgar Kujawa, Dean Wright, L0628 Yonkers Mutual
Aid Association—Patrick mcmanus, L0729
Binghamton—robert Perry, L0859 Tonawanda—richard
schroeder, L0895 Larchmont—jack yannuzzi, L0916
Eastchester—thomas Ferrara, L1071 Rochester—Paul
hanson, james mctiernan, brett smith, L1394
Scarsdale—William Ciraco, L2007 Albany—Frank Coluccio,
Zoraida Piniero, Peter rinaldi, L2161 Medina—mike maak,
L2230 Glens Falls—mark Villa, L2478 Hamburg—john

hilliard, L2484 Herkimer—alan richard, L2562
Cohoes—michael grogan, Wayne hamilton, richard maney,
shawn morse, timothy rioux, L3359 Niagara Falls Fire
Officers—Frank eugeni, mark trane, L3738
Henrietta—joseph gibaud, L4858 St. Paul Blvd Professional
Fire Fighters Association—julian rayburn, L4959 Uniformed
Fire Alarm Dispatchers Benevolent Association—michael
boucher, richard Chiarello, robert engel
NORTH CAROLINA L0332 Asheville—michael hartsell,
richard hendrix, michael marshall, L0660 Charlotte—john
Keffer, ben mclaughlin, anthony tinsley, Danny West, L0668
Professional Fire Fighters Of Durham—george barringer,
Frederick hall, james seamans, L2370 Salisbury Professional
Fire Fighters—Kenneth Keller, marshall lancaster, L2653
Hickory—mark bostain, Farrell Duplain, bradley scronce,
ronald thick, L3015 Kinston—Kevin scully, L3393 Cabarrus
Professional Fire Fighters—richard armstrong
NORTH DAKOTA L0242 Grand Forks—Kelli Flermoen
NOVA SCOTIA L2779 Cape Breton Regional Municipality
Fire Fighters Association—Francis aucoin, travis Desmond
OHIO F0088 Wright-Patterson Air Force Base—Christopher
Palmer, L0020 Hamilton—Dennis bond, todd bruno, L0024
East Liverpool—Craig Connor, jeffrey southall, L0048
Cincinnati—ronald bracey, thomas Chappell, William
Chenault, errol Cleveland, joseph eves, stephen linz, tyrone
norman, joseph Wolf, L0092 Toledo—Keith lyons, L0093
Cleveland—mark Condrich, john gardner, Douglas
Kishmarton, Kenneth lang, russell linz, mark storch, L0136
Dayton—timothy goecke, robert hogeland, robert Parsons,
scott rowlett, L0251 Massillon—reginald Winters, L0312
Youngstown—Daniel holcomb, L0330 Akron—Kerry briggs,
howard Watson, L0333 Springfield—Kevin sprinkle, L0340
Garfield Heights—ralph bloom, robert herron, L0402
Cleveland Heights—jon nych, L0435 Galion—greg Peoples,
L0659 Rocky River—jonnathan Piazza, nick srnick, L0702
Cuyahoga Heights—howard selig, L0764 Wooster—stanley
brown, Keith rickett, L0912 Sidney—bill Frey, L0918
Defiance—michael imber, L0973 Wapakoneta—jeffrey
orphal, L1057 Fairview Park—lawrence molls, L1145
Brooklyn—john nigro, L1199 Norwalk—mike alexander,
L1386 Ashland—Christopher King, Kent mcgovern, L1814
Westlake—jeffrey janmey, L1823 Urbana—Phillip
Kellenberger, L2009 Richmond Heights—b. james byrne,
Don loiselle, L2129 North Ridgeville—ronald schuler, L2243
Sylvania—Doug born, scott smith, L2375
Independence—Daniel Fritz, L2507 Madison Township
(Groveport)—steve roth, L2603 Celina Fire
Fighters—robert schott, L2672 Jackson Township (Grove
City)—erik hipple, merion jacob, Kevin matz, john shoup,
L3036 Washington Township(Dublin)—bernard Cattrell,
jeffrey hughes, matthew modlich, bradley rose, stephen
skeldon, Daryl sollars, L3111 Anderson Township—robert
hathorn, gary justice, Dave Kennedy, steve ober, L3204
Harrison—arthur Windsor, L3498 Worthington—michael
tippett, L3555 Jerome Township—jay olson, L3558 Violet
Township—William searls, L3667 Cumberland Trail Career
Firefighters—steve Cupryk, greg Probst, robert slevin, L4136
Wadsworth Fire/EMS—Patricia graff, L4170 Perrysburg
Township—David bitz, L4265 Uhrichsville—richard Kinsey,
L4273 Central Joint—glen gregory, L4307 Genoa
Township—lynn hancock
OKLAHOMA L0157 Oklahoma City—rocky burt, robert
harper, Paul Keeton, L0176 Tulsa—jerry benefield, glenn
brigan, mickey Collins, jonny henderson, gregory hewin,
timothy holt, steve Kendrick, joe leFlore, earl mcKenzie, L2066
Midwest City—lewis beard, jeff sceili, L2067
Norman—mack brooks, mike jones, David Perry, gregory
roberts, Darryl troupe, L2479 Ponca City—mike herrin, L2567
Jenks—lance steward, L2749 Altus—jim bevers, randy
gipson, howard hicks, rick mealer, james thacker, ralph
Walker, L3199 Hugo—mike burchfield, L3722 Professional
Fire Fighters Of Enid—ralph Krehbiel, L3958 The Village Fire
Fighters Association—Keith blagg, joe thompson
ONTARIO I0444 Chalk River Professional Fire Fighters
Association—barry gimson, L0142 London—Paul burns,
robin taylor, L0162 Ottawa—stephen ardley, ian buckland,
scott Dewar, Paul Fortin, Ward lancaster, jean Pelletier, rick
shaw, Donald Vance, L0193 Thunder Bay—Phillip buckler,
L0288 Hamilton—steven Cox, james Friend, sean laverty,
lorna rowell, L0455 Windsor Professional Fire
Fighters—andrew broderick, timothy Dennis, roch gascon,
David harding, robert mitchell, L0460 Brantford—mark latty,
L0465 Oshawa—john Finley, tony mcCraw, glen Wood,
L0485 St. Catharines—Craig boyd, Craig harding, steven
selvig, L0492 Sarnia—Kyle mcKelvie, L0498
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Kingston—theresa yntema, L0529 Sault Ste. Marie—tim
gregorini, L0534 Stratford—ed schuett, L0536
Brockville—Wayne bennett, L0791 Waterloo—Cliff Kraemer,
L1068 Brampton—Perry buisman, Doug laidlaw, Darryl
macDonald, Pasquale mucci, Dan Quinnell, L1092 Ajax—john
Chalmers, Dave hutchinson, L1182 Thorold—gary honsberger,
L1212 Mississauga—evelyn adshead, glenn aplin, W. stephen
Congdon, tom Dejak, Cliff Farion, randy Fleming, bruce hicks,
Kevin hunter, jim maceachern, stephen norwood, stephen
stevens, yvonne stewart, stan Waters, L1582 Oakville—steve
billinghurst, Darryl billy, rob Carroll, L1632 Pickering—mike
stenzel, al urbas, L1732 Cobourg—brian Williams, L1753
Barrie—rob taylor, L1957 Richmond Hill—beverley hunter,
jennifer lang, gary rotman, William Wilson, L2036
Whitby—robert White, L2511 Central York—james Davis,
mike jacques, Daniel Palmer, L2727 Markham—bruce burley,
jim houston, Peter johnson, randy Kitchener, neil magee,
L3168 Milton—Fraser lockhurst, L3888 Toronto Professional
Fire Fighters—randy bedford, james belanger, allan bentley,
andrew blair, David borsa, ronald britton, William brown, alan
Campbell, michael Cassidy, Dean Chapman, David Conner,
henry Corazza, David Dorman, lorne Duck, stephen Dunn, Paul
Dzuba, mark Fisher, joseph gaudet, Keith hamilton, Phillip
harknett, Peter hayes, susan heasty-Pearson, james hoey,
gerri humphries, rick lee, jim lee, michael lewandowski,
Victor linka, Donald mcCormack, Patrick mcmanus, robert
middleton, sean o’hearn, john orrett, rick raymer, brian
scriver, john sedgley, Perry shean, Douglas snowdon, Frank
sonego, steve stewart, blair stewart, Craig thompson, bruce
Vanstone, sandy Walker, gregory Warlow, alan Watson, john
Wright
OREGON L0227 Bend—robert Cravens, L0696
Astoria—robert johnson, L0851 Lane Professional Fire
Fighters Association—michael lundeen, L0890 Klamath
Falls—Carl gurske, shane malone, L1062 Gresham—earl
leichner, mark robison, L1159 Clackamas County—richard
Carey, jeff Deetz, albert laurie, john oliver, L1269
Ashland—scott hollingsworth, trent stoy, L1308
Mid-Columbia—Cliff smith, L1431 Medford—Kelly jensen,
L1660 Tualatin Valley—Clay baggerly, L2091 Douglas
County Professional Fire Fighters—michael Ferris, L2210
Hillsboro—mike Dickman, steven erb, jerry josten, L2296
Pendleton—Kevin Coleman, L2752 Hermiston—scott Cahill,
L3099 McMinnville—robert Dahlman
PENNSYLVANIA F0170 Letterkenny Army Depot—Vincent
morris, L0022 Philadelphia—lawrence burney, edward Cody,
Kevin Fair, michael Flanagan, ernest Foley, ronald Frei, reginald
harris, john holstein, Dennis leibert, William maloney, stanley
mcmullen, joseph mcnellis, Christopher miles, jeffrey miller,
bordes ramseur, joanne rosansky, Christopher Willing, john
yurick, L0060 Scranton—george langan, Charles thorne,
L0114 Butler—brian mazzanti, L0293 Erie—gary schwindt,
L0299 Altoona—steven seidel, L0428 Harrisburg—richard
bistline, nick bixler, michael harris, john Pritchett, L0463
Johnstown—james bolam, L0627 York—David bowman,
L0713 Easton—john Price, L0735 Bethlehem—Christopher
Danyluk, L1863 Ambridge Fire Fighters Union—Dave
Drewnowski, L1952 Lebanon—bruce small, robert smith,
L2227 Lehigh-Northampton Airport—julius Wenner, L2835
Franklin—gary Knox
RHODE ISLAND F0100 N.E.T.C.Naval Base -
Newport—Paul lanciault, L0732 Woonsocket—raymond
martineau, Daryl Paux, michael Zuba, L0799
Providence—timothy baker, Christopher brown, Kevin burns,
Vincent Clements, steven Dulong, Keith edson, Cary emond,
jeffrey gallo, Daniel gentile, russell gross, thomas Kenney,
george laCasse, Donna mcDonald, sean mcgarty, joseph
moreino, Wayne oliveira, Kenneth Prew, stephen Ptaszek,
james rock, garrison roun, brian sutton, larry Warner, L0850
East Providence—robert jobin, David Plante, mario tomellini,
george Wyrostek, L1363 Cranston—Keith newman, L1485
Central Falls—john garvey, L1774 Barrington—robert
Cotta, L1933 Middletown—andrew meehan, L2722
Cumberland Professional Fire Fighters—michael lafond,
Fred mitchell, L2748 Warwick—edmund armstrong, bruce
Cooley, matthew mcCauley, bryan owens, Carl Pecchia, michael
shea, stanley Zuba, L3365 South Kingstown Emergency
Medical Services—William howe
SASKATCHEWAN L0080 Saskatoon—Kenneth Fisher, bruce
siemens, L0181 Regina Professional Fire Fighters
Association—Peter Cousins, gord graham, brian judge, blake
Kuntz, jim masson, murray ross, j. D. spelliscy, howard Wood,
murray Zieglar, L0510 Prince Albert—Kenneth bird
SOUTH CAROLINA L0793 Columbia—john hartness,
L4489 Rock Hill Professional Fire Fighters Association/

Ofiicers Union—Kenny martin
SOUTH DAKOTA L0814 Sioux Falls—Douglas swartz
TENNESSEE L0065 Knoxville—robert Conard, robert
gillespie, joseph hackney, jeffrey lee, Calvin splawn, L0140
Nashville—Deborah edgen, Charles madden, Dale Pickens,
L0820 Chattanooga—Freddie brooks, terry martin, mark
shook, L1784 Memphis—larry blackmon, martel Dawkins,
Vicki Kovalsky, j. michael langley, james logan, Kenneth
reeves, L2269 Dyersburg Fire Fighters Association—Kent
baumgardner, billy brooks, james mosley, L2270
Kingsport—michael roeske, L2585 Shelby County—jeffrey
looney, L3035 Murfreesboro—james mitchell, L3460
Hendersonville—Dennis allen, alvin mclaughlin, terry mowell,
Charles swann, L3748 Cleveland Professional Fire
Fighters—buddy smith, billy trentham, L3758 Franklin Fire
Fighters—William Fitzgerald, Westley oakley
TEXAS L0051 El Paso—manuel aguirre, edward beltran, Paul
bianchi, jesse bustamante, michael Cade, ruben Camacho,
mark Campbell, Christopher Celaya, john Concha, adolfo
Duarte, ruben Flores, Vicente gonzalez, antonio hernandez,
jesse Kerwin, michael moss, michael ortiz, rafael reyes, David
rios, Calvin shanks, Fermin sosa, miguel Valencia, David Valero,
Danny Valles, Francisco Villegas, L0058 Dallas—Kevin best,
gregory bielefeldt, richard Cheatham, michael ellis, jeffery
Francis, august galli, omar gonzalez, john houser, signey
hutchings, larry mcClure, Chris Pearson, Karen Walker, L0341
Houston—michael Cannon, steven DeWeese, alton Fisher,
David gatlin, albert Kiecke, larry lira, William roberts, russell
romo, Curtis rush, blake stilwell, stanley Wheeler, L0397 Port
Arthur—Dwayne morvant, mark mulliner, L0399
Beaumont—robert lytle, gary mcDonald, Daniel Palmer, scott
rush, L0440 Fort Worth—Donald Clark, Kenneth Freeman,
gary garrett, robert jenkins, laura jenkins, monty mashburn,
michael mcKay, Kenneth moore, D. C. osborn, edward schultz,
michael skains, joe stewart, bobby thornton, Charlie Woodard,
robert Wright, L0478 Waco—jesse niemeyer, L0624 San
Antonio—Cynthia alcala, William barbola, Darren Cook, oscar
estrada, armando martinez, roger riojas, Dennis rodriguez,
anthony san miguel, ben Zepeda, L0846 Temple Professional
Fire Fighters—stuart eixman, gerald hicks, melvin Koenig,
stephen lane, edgar mitchell, Cynthia Philen, ronald snider, billy
Vann, L0883 Tyler—Wayne hunt, David schlottach, L0936
Corpus Christi—edward amaya, john aranda, elizabeth
arredondo, andres barboza, roberto barrera, santos benavides,
eluterio bitoni, michael boyd, edward Casarez, robert Clary,
jerry Coleman, Clyde Coles, noah Drumright, edward escobedo,
Dave evans, edward Flores, robert garcia, antonio garcia,
robert gonzalez, nehemias guzman, jesus herrera, jarred
hislop, robert hyland, Charles laCroix, eduardo lopez, richard
lopez, steven mann, Christopher mantineo, bernabe martinez,
Douglas matthijetz, Clark mcallister, joe montez, george
murcko, glen nicolet, gerald olivarez, john Paige, steve Pena,
merrill Pierce, Kent rodriguez, Francisco rodriguez, Daniel
rodriguez, jason roe, michael sabala, ricardo saenz, David
saenz, Peter salazar, ben salinas, Walker Willey, jeff Willis,
brooks Wilson, L0970 Brownsville—jose garcia, sam luna,
leon tamez, rolando Velez, robert Vera, L0972
Lubbock—Delton Cleveland, tommy Davis, richard edwards,
brad marlar, steve myers, bruce robinette, greg taylor, L0975
Austin—marcus Faske, mike Klepac, theron Proctor, miguel
Villarreal, L1293 Garland—nancy Carpenter, bart ehlen, David
hall, L1316 Port Of Houston—michael oder, L1518
Mesquite—Vic runnebaum, L1665 Odessa—marcus bailey,
David Davis, David Dick, Kevin jackson, hugh Koenig, lorenzo
rivas, L2002 Sherman—jesse Kelly, L2073 Irving—r. David
holland, Kyle Pearson, anthony Pirtle, john smith, L2149
Plano—Kevin haines, john Kirby, tricia swavey, L2602
McAllen—ernesto lugo, rolando Vela, L2731
Conroe—Darren hess, L3034 Lufkin—Constantino Villasana,
L3113 Grapevine—john blissett, Dennis hill, L3178
Coppell—Kerry Kinney, L3339 Nederland—steve Cutaia,
james saunders, L3404 Harlingen—hector Cuellar, ramiro
ramirez, Patrick reilly, guadalupe trevino, L3599
Mansfield—johnathan mercer, L3606 Lewisville—brian
Purcell, L4083 Schertz—andrew lambert, L4133 The
Colony—jeff bell, L4146 Stephenville—Kenneth smith,
randy spikes, L4213 Pharr—Carlos mandujano, L4234
Rosenberg—Danny johnson, L4331 Longview Professional
Fire Fighters—Cory Crowell
UTAH L0081 Salt Lake City—Conrad Fivas, gary mcCarty,
L1696 Salt Lake County—loy berkeley, jeff johnson, Kevin
mcCarthy, Douglas robison
VERMONT L2323 Rutland—William Canfield, L2905
Hartford Career Fire Fighters Association—thomas ritland
VIRGINIA F0025 Tidewater Federal Fire Fighters—reynard

black, bruce Kobel, brian loss, robert tignor, F0287 Fort
Lee—harry garrett, L0068 Norfolk—timothy bippus, joseph
Wallower, L0539 Portsmouth—David matson, L1132
Roanoke—mark bailey, Charles swecker, William West, L1568
Henrico County—David brown, john burns, terry Cassell,
edward Dunnavant, robert Farkas, miles garrett, David harding,
Dale harris, Dennis Kielsgard, scott lafoon, glenn layne, Don
long, h. scott mcmillen, john montgomery, William Pearson,
William ramsey, robert smith, Deborah Weymouth, robert
Woods, L2068 Fairfax County Professional Fire Fighters And
Paramedics—jorge arias, john burke, marlin hood, mark
lucas, jerold manuel, gary Pemberton, Karl sallberg, manuel
stribling, ronald sydnor, elton Wright, L2141
Alexandria—margaret King, L2450 Hampton—mike
birdsong, robin Davis, L2598 Prince William Professional Fire
Fighters, Inc.—jennie Collins, Wayne moran, L2924 Virginia
Beach Professional Fire Fighters—scott abshire, april
elmore, albert Fam, ray irizarry, james Kenney, elvin lilley,
timothy riley, timothy scott, L3194 Roanoke County P.F.F. And
Paramedics—harold Chrimes, L3406 Norfolk
Airport—alexander moorman, L3468 Staunton—Wayne
robinson, L3698 Accomack County—Woody gaskins, james
Wilson, L3756 Loudoun Career—rodney Frye, bentz rhoads,
L4007 Albemarle County—Christopher reed
WASHINGTON F0295 Yakima Training Center Fire
Department—terry Christopher, I0066 Boeing Fire
Fighters—jacob green, jerett Kays, Douglas King, harold
mcKee, john orzel, marshal Winter, john young, William Zylstra,
L0027 Seattle—raul angulo, Carlsson gordon, Kristina Keller,
David Powell, james reed, john stone, L0029
Spokane—roger libby, jake renouard, William schaich,
james teague, rick thornton, L0031 Tacoma—Wayne
hancock, andrew leitner, thomas Pickford, L0046
Everett—jonathan Crooks, David Dehaan, David Wilson,
L0726 Pierce County Professional Fire Fighters—mark
Connelly, Wayne garden, brian hopper, L0876 Spokane
Valley—jeff miner, Dennis young, L1052 Richland—William
Cherwien, L1257 Port of Seattle Fire Fighters—jeff gangnes,
edward horstman, L1352 Valley Fire Fighters—michael lee,
L1461 Burien—ross britt, ronald harvey, L1604
Bellevue—richard burke, William mcmanis, Faun Patzer,
L1747 Kent—john robbins, eric tomlinson, L1758
Ellensburg—jim Charlton, jim hanson, Kevin mohan, David
ratcliff, arlen schroetlin, L1828 Snohomish County Fire
District 1 Professional Fire Fighters—michael hill, L1892
Pullman—richard Dragoo, L2024 South King County
Professional Fire Fighters—ryan lex, L2459 Kenmore
Professional Fire Fighters—eric magnuson, L2545
Kirkland—mark anderson, L2694 Snohomish—theresa
Dennis, L2898 Seattle Fire Chiefs—angelo Duggins, john
gablehouse, L3186 King County Fire District 44—brian
Whitley, L3520 East Pierce Professional Fire
Fighters—Douglas hinkle, jerry thorson, L3931 Enumclaw
Fire Fighters Union—Donald brassard, L3999 Pacific
County—brad Weatherby
WEST VIRGINIA L0012 Wheeling—mike loborec, L0289
Huntington—Wesley bowden, larry Diamond, j. scott earl,
brett gaeger, Forrest marshall, shane masters, gregory masters,
L0313 Morgantown—rick sovastion, L0317
Charleston—David blaylock, Christopher Cooper, timmy roe,
L0347 Bluefield—jeffrey Warden, L0805
Martinsburg—john holben
WISCONSIN L0074 Superior—Charles haworth, Dennis
swanson, L0141 Green Bay—sam al-saadi, L0215
Milwaukee—robert bresette, Dean gonzalez, robert hehn,
james heller, stanley Kaminski, raul medina, Kyle ostmann,
Paul Polaske, Vince salerno, robert szentes, L0226
Marinette—Walter swiatnicki, L0257 Appleton—Patrick
lewis, scott rehrauer, L0275 Neenah-Menasha Professional
Fire Fighters, Inc—Denis matuszak, L0311
Madison—joseph Conway, William Conway, james Delao,
melinda Dessert, jody Kurilla, richie nelson, David orange,
robert recob, thomas reiter, Charles schwierske, L0316
Oshkosh—jesse Fisher, mark Wiechman, L0321
Racine—gary adamowicz, thomas benner, emerick garcia,
jeffrey Peterson, L0400 Fond Du Lac—thomas Kania, Karl
Kissinger, L0415 Wausau—Clark reetz, L0483
Sheboygan—Wallace endsley, andrew heyn, steven Klokow,
terry risse, brian schnelle, terry soerens, L0487 Eau
Claire—Dennis Duncan, alan Klocek, L0583 Beloit—William
bartz, mark Froese, L1004 West Allis—David gorlewski,
benjamin Koenig, robert Kurziak, brian Potkay, jeffery snow,
Dion Volk, james Zajdel, L1072 Milwaukee County—alan
Calhoun, L1633 South Milwaukee—michael olson, L2760
Franklin—gordon jepsen
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Local ....Name.........................Local Name ......................State
l0002 ..richard barna..............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..gerald burke ...............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..joseph Cordero ...........Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..malachy Flisk ..............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..russell harper .............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..henry jablonski ...........Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..ronald lelo .................Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..robert mueller.............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..john o’hare ................Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..george oshinski ..........Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..robert Popjoy ..............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..Patrick reidy ...............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..john russell................Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..louis scatena..............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..joseph sipiora.............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..lawrence stewart ........Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..michael stirn ...............Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..james tryon................Chicago....................................il
l0002 ..richard Vanhorn..........Chicago....................................il
l0021 ..jason Woodbury ..........saint Paul ..............................mn
l0022 ..edward Colfer..............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..leo Comerford ............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..William Conroy ............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..thomas Crouse ...........Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..jack Freestone ............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..Conwell henry .............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..robert jones ...............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..john Kelly ...................Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..joseph loughran.........Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..robert nell ..................Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..michael Potter .............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..michael Prendergast ....Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..William rozich .............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..Frank squadrito ...........Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0022 ..george White...............Philadelphia ............................Pa
l0034 ..j. W. mcCraw ..............little rock ..............................ar
l0034 ..allen Wayne ................little rock ..............................ar
l0036 ..james hash ................Washington ............................DC
l0036 ..ricky johnson .............Washington ............................DC
l0036 ..Peter licopantis...........Washington ............................DC
l0036 ..Wayne Preddy .............Washington ............................DC
l0036 ..stephen Pugh..............Washington ............................DC
l0036 ..Wilton Watts ................Washington ............................DC
l0036 ..Preston Williams ..........Washington ............................DC
l0042 ..Frankie macaluso ........Kansas City............................mo
l0042 ..spencer neeley ...........Kansas City............................mo
l0042 ..Dominic raccuglia .......Kansas City............................mo
l0042 ..richard sanstra ...........Kansas City............................mo
l0065 ..jackie mealer..............Knoxville ................................tn
l0073 ..joseph blessing ..........saint louis ............................mo
l0073 ..joseph Kuehner ..........saint louis ............................mo
l0073 ..William moore .............saint louis ............................mo
l0073 ..Douglas redfearn ........saint louis ............................mo
l0073 ..elmer schurwan ..........saint louis ............................mo
l0073 ..robert schwarz ...........saint louis ............................mo
l0089 ..thurman reich ............Clarksburg ............................WV
l0093 ..henry miklowski ..........Cleveland ..............................oh
l0112 ..sandra smith ..............los angeles City......................Ca
l0122 ..graymond butler..........jacksonville ............................Fl
l0122 ..Christopher swary .......jacksonville ............................Fl
l0140 ..ted Chapman ..............nashville ................................tn
l0140 ..mark hasty..................nashville ................................tn
l0140 ..george lovell ..............nashville ................................tn
l0140 ..archie martin...............nashville ................................tn
l0140 ..Willis mcCallister .........nashville ................................tn
l0140 ..Franklin mcelhiney.......nashville ................................tn
l0140 ..Paul tant .....................nashville ................................tn

Local ....Name.........................Local Name ......................State
l0157 ..james reed ................oklahoma City ........................oK
l0209 ..john boyd...................edmonton ..............................ab
l0209 ..lorne reeves ..............edmonton ..............................ab
l0209 ..gerald simpson ...........edmonton ..............................ab
l0209 ..Don Zavitz ...................edmonton ..............................ab
l0215 ..rich Davis ...................milwaukee ..............................Wi
l0215 ..albert Dziadosz............milwaukee ..............................Wi
l0215 ..David Franecki.............milwaukee ..............................Wi
l0215 ..thomas Krajna ............milwaukee ..............................Wi
l0215 ..robert lee ..................milwaukee ..............................Wi
l0215 ..Charles lindsey ...........milwaukee ..............................Wi
l0215 ..richard ramseyer........milwaukee ..............................Wi
l0249 ..tonya johnson ............Canton ..................................oh
l0287 ..john Caracciola...........long beach ............................ny
l0291 ..thomas baker .............lancaster ..............................oh
l0317 ..William landers...........Charleston ............................WV
l0317 ..ray myers ...................Charleston ............................WV
l0332 ..Paul Crouch ................asheville ................................nC
l0344 ..David madrigal ............Detroit ....................................mi
l0362 ..David taylor.................south bend ..............................in
l0372 ..ryan thornton .............long beach ............................Ca
l0416 ..herman brown ............indianapolis..............................in
l0416 ..michael brown.............indianapolis..............................in
l0416 ..Donald harper .............indianapolis..............................in
l0421 ..stephen babcock.........lansing ..................................mi
l0457 ..hilbert Kummer ...........Kitchener................................on
l0479 ..norman hall ................tucson....................................aZ
l0479 ..eugene Velasco ...........tucson....................................aZ
l0522 ..ron hermann ..............sacramento ............................Ca
l0522 ..barry taylor .................sacramento ............................Ca
l0556 ..ray strabavy ...............hammond................................in
l0627 ..larry amspacher .........york........................................Pa
l0628 ..anthony mangone........yonkers ..................................ny
l0632 ..joseph boyd................new orleans ..........................la
l0632 ..richard north ..............new orleans ..........................la
l0632 ..salvadore noto ............new orleans ..........................la
l0660 ..lonnie baucom ...........Charlotte ................................nC
l0660 ..larry mcCall ................Charlotte ................................nC
l0718 ..john Carey..................boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..Francisco Centeio ........boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..elliot Coleman .............boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..Patrick Flaherty............boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..arthur glover ...............boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..robert habeeb ............boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..Kevin hardiman ...........boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..Carl jones...................boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..joseph Kardoos...........boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..richard mackey...........boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..William malone............boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..james mcCarthy..........boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..joseph roper ..............boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..William schomburg......boston ..................................ma
l0718 ..Walter Wyse ................boston ..................................ma
l0734 ..irvin bauer...................baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..neil harrington ............baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..gregory lunczynski......baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..julian middleton ..........baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..sylvester middleton......baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..bernard moran ............baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..richard schaener ........baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..alfred Wagner .............baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..morris Whitehead ........baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..george Wisniewski.......baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..leslie Wrenn ...............baltimore ..............................mD
l0734 ..gilbert Wurzbacher ......baltimore ..............................mD
l0740 ..Vincent Difillipo............Portland ................................me
l0753 ..Daniel lopez-galvan ....Fresno....................................Ca

Local ....Name.........................Local Name ......................State
l0801 ..eugene singer .............Danbury..................................Ct
l0846 ..jack Weinblatt .............temple....................................tX
l0858 ..edward Wilson.............Denver ..................................Co
l0867 ..Don barnett.................Winnipeg ..............................mb
l0867 ..ray Daniels .................Winnipeg ..............................mb
l0867 ..David gibson ...............Winnipeg ..............................mb
l0870 ..johnni bartlett .............owensboro..............................Ky
l0936 ..Charles gubitosi ..........Corpus Christi..........................tX
l0964 ..harley Deshler .............baltimore Foa........................mD
l0964 ..james holthaus...........baltimore Foa........................mD
l0964 ..ronald Keene ..............baltimore Foa........................mD
l0964 ..harold mason ..............baltimore Foa........................mD
l0964 ..Kenneth morris ............baltimore Foa........................mD
l0964 ..William ozazewski .......baltimore Foa........................mD
l0964 ..Frank reinsfelder.........baltimore Foa........................mD
l0964 ..Clarence Ward.............baltimore Foa........................mD
l1071 ..brent bulman ..............rochester ..............................ny
l1092 ..Clyde Drover................ajax ......................................on
l1102 ..William burke ..............hialeah....................................Fl
l1111 ..Kevin regan ................Westfield................................ma
l1198 ..Christopher o’Keefe.....West haven ............................Ct
l1198 ..gary Wilson.................West haven ............................Ct
l1257 ..gilbert smith ...............Port of seattle ........................Wa
l1311 ..Danny grubb ...............baltimore County....................mD
l1311 ..David seipp .................baltimore County....................mD
l1311 ..Patrick stillmock..........baltimore County....................mD
l1365 ..mike ryan ...................orlando ..................................Fl
l1408 ..leroy Clopp.................richmond ................................in
l1495 ..David silva ..................billerica..................................ma
l1589 ..Warren Wright .............narragansett ............................ri
l1619 ..Paul judd....................Prince george’s County ..........mD
l1627 ..Cody glode..................truro ......................................ns
l1660 ..erin spath ...................tualatin Valley ........................or
l1664 ..geoffrey lewis.............montgomery County ..............mD
l1784 ..gordon bachelor..........memphis ................................tn
l1784 ..lloyd Delaney..............memphis ................................tn
l1784 ..Kenneth Doerr .............memphis ................................tn
l1784 ..Daryl Drew ..................memphis ................................tn
l1784 ..William hawks.............memphis ................................tn
l1784 ..jerry ray.....................memphis ................................tn
l1791 ..Kenneth story..............johnson City ..........................tn
l1945 ..eugene Chantler ..........Poudre Fire authority ..............Co
l1947 ..jim macgillivary ..........maynard ................................ma
l2043 ..David Dodge................marblehead............................ma
l2043 ..john lord....................marblehead............................ma
l2068 ..robert arrington ..........Fairfax County ........................Va
l2073 ..billy Pilley....................irving ......................................tX
l2116 ..eric bernat ..................stoneham ..............................ma
l2117 ..brian Prince ................reedy Creek ............................Fl
l2339 ..Chris thurman.............tallahassee ............................Fl
l2562 ..jeff Couch...................Cohoes ..................................ny
l2653 ..allen Powell.................hickory ..................................nC
l2665 ..timothy Wlodarek ........eastern missouri ....................mo
l2819 ..norma blais.................Kitsap County ........................Wa
l2881 ..johnny Chun ...............Cal Fire local 2881 ................Ca
l3086 ..harold Kummelehne ....matteson..................................il
l3105 ..john jarosz.................arlington heights ......................il
l3327 ..trevor mcnally.............halton hills ............................on
l3339 ..terry sonier.................nederland ..............................tX
l3950 ..alexander banoff .........north hudson ..........................nj
l4246 ..joseph Perdue ............salisbury................................mD
l4321 ..Cynthia Kelley..............broward County ......................Fl
l4321 ..edward lamadore........broward County ......................Fl
l4321 ..Paul st. Pierre .............broward County ......................Fl
l4321 ..michael Valadez...........broward County ......................Fl

In Memoriam of Those Who Have Served
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L5 Dale L. Boyd ......................Colorado Springs, CO............8/4/94

L1184 H. James Walkos ..............Maple Heights, OH ..............7/19/08

L2036 Michael E. Hutchings ........Whitby, ON............................2/5/10

L3631 John A. Lawrence ..............Orange Co., CA ..................3/14/13

L169 Daniel J. Carroll ................Peterborough, ON ................5/4/13

L341 John W. Morris ..................Houston, TX ..........................5/8/13 

L341 Louis M. Snider..................Houston, TX ........................6/12/13 

L341 Gary L. Carson ..................Houston, TX ........................7/27/13 

L341 John W. Scott ....................Houston, TX ........................8/17/13 

L341 Elmer E. Shuptrine ............Houston, TX ..........................9/4/13 

L341 Billy B. Snow ....................Houston, TX ......................12/10/13

L341 James C. Chandler ............Houston, TX ......................12/31/13

L2036 Michael A. Klein ................Whitby, ON..........................2/11/14 

L341 Douglas P. LaCombe ..........Houston, TX ........................3/10/14 

L341 Warren D. Hataway............Houston, TX ........................6/24/14

L142 Vincent G. Hart ..................London, ON ........................8/12/14

L341 Thomas D. Pierce, Jr., ........Houston, TX ........................9/22/14 

L497 Robert F.W. Davenport........Belleville, ON ......................4/11/15

L341 Daniel Caballero ................Houston, TX ........................5/17/15

L2881 Mark A. Domingue ............Cal Fire – Sacramento, CA 9/13/15

L1403 Julius Perez ......................Metropolitan Dade Co., FL 9/15/15

L244 James E. Green ................Albuquerque, NM..............11/21/15

L457 Hilbert H. Kummer ............Kitchener, ON....................12/23/15

L718 A. Michael Mullane ............Boston, MA ..........................1/1/16

L2092 Russell B. Massey..............University Park, TX ..............2/11/16

L3284 Randall M. Donaldson, Jr. ..Osceola Co., FL ..................2/17/16

L2051 Marcia L. Rosecky ............Brookfield, WI ....................2/27/16

LF-282 William C. Hutto ................Puget Sound Fed FFs- ........2/29/16

                                         Keyport, WA

L3888 Rickie C. Dale ....................Toronto, ON ........................3/13/16

L1053 Robert J. Berryman............Fredericton, NB ..................3/23/16

L2493 Byron M. Evans..................Upper Darby, PA..................3/29/16

L341 Steven R. Whitfield II ..........Houston, TX ........................3/31/16

L2665 David M. Larkin ................PFFs of Eastern Missouri ......4/4/16

L660 Jeffrey Q. McGill ................Charlotte, NC ......................4/12/16

L441 Michael D. Pontius ............Freeport, IL ........................4/12/16

L660 Seth A. Tinsley ..................Charlotte, NC ......................4/13/16

L1619 John E. Ulmschneider ........Prince George’s Co., MD ....4/15/16

L2464 Ryan Ferreira ....................Walpole, MA........................4/25/16

L827 Anthony E. Raven ..............Newburyport, MA................4/26/16
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